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CHAPTER I

INTBODUCTIOM
Sine* high achool English is one of the required subjeeis
for at least three years in most secondary schools throughout the
United Statesf the writer, as a teticher of this course for sixteen
years, wanted to investigate the attitude of students to find out
jnst what made the student like or dislike this field of knowledge.
&*glish, being the nether tongue, should be spoken and written
correctly.

The literary heritage of our country, one of the finest

in the world, should be read with pleasure.

Considering the

Objectives of Self-Realisation, one is directly concerned with
the development of the individual as a learner.
SPEECH - The educated person can speak the nether tongue
clearly.
BEADING - The educated person reads the nether tongue
efficiently.
WRITING - The educated person writes the nether tongue
effectively.
INTELLECTUAL INTERESTS - The educated person has nental
resources for the use of leisure*.
Just how cam this natter be approached in order to gain the nest
satisfaction for the student as well as the cosnwinity in which he

G i l l i a n G .Carr (Secretary, Educational Policies Connission),
The P u m o s c of Education in Ancrican Penocracv (Vashingtont National
Educational Association of the Ihiited States and the jümerican Associ
ât icm ef School Adm^nistrator s , 199S), p. GO.
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will lire?

Diaeorwring th# like# and dlalikea of th# at*d#nt with

r#fer#ne# to th# awbjeot matter of Ebgliah i# eonapieaooaly abaomt
la profoaaioaal literatar*.

Th# purpoa# of thia thoaia ia to lot

th# atadeata apeak for themaelwea.
preaented to aerv# that gmrpoae.

Th# material waa organized aad
Ia Chapter V, th# compiler will

aeek to draw together th# more pertinent concluaiona and to diacaaa
their poaaibl# application to the end that teaching of Engliah may
be improved and that both teachera and pupila may find their achool
experience happier and at th# aame time more beneficial.
The Problem
What ia it that th# atudent of today like# about hi# Engliah
coura# and what la it that he dlalikea?

Th# anawera to thee#

qneationa had to be gleaned from tho frank, unguarded, apontaneoua
abatement# of the atudenta themaelrea.
the fourth grade.

The inweatigation began with

Why waa the fourth grade choaen?

Up to thia time,

the children have enjoyed an informal language experience.

Now they

are ready for a continued growth in writing themea, taking notea,
making written reporta, doing buaineaa letter#, and developing idea#
for creating program#.

In theae actlvitlea, the teacher ia watching

the apelling, aentence atructure and calling attention to incorrect
punctuation; but there ia no drill.

Another feature about the

inveatigation that ahould be explained ia dividing the aubject of
Engliah into two parta*

Language Art# and Reading Storiea,

Language expreaaion ia eonaidered
eoaouunl cation needed by every peraon
In recent year# language inatruction
formal atudy of rule# and graa«aar to

a phaae of akill in
in hi a daily affaira.
haa ahifted from
improvement in linguistic
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3—
g
•xpr*ssioB in all th# sitnation# involving oomamnication •
In th# high school, th# English cours# covers both the language
arts and the literature; therefore, it was necessary to divide the
subject into the two parts all along the vaj.

Even in the grades,

special reading periods are necessary once a child has begun to
make satisfactory progress in reading.

3

The Procedure
The six teachers who teach the fourth grade in the Ashland,
Oregon, school system were called together and asked if they would
cooperate with this project of tracing the changes in the attitudes
of students from the fourth grade through the seventh, ninth, and
eleventh grades in the field of English.

They were glad to do so.

Each teacher asked his students to write a paragraph "Why I Like
or Dislike to Read Stories" and "Why I Like or Dislike to do
Language Arts".

Two paragraphs were received from ITS pupils.

From these paragraphs a questionnaire was made up in the exact
words that the students used to express themselves.
From the Junior High system in Ashland, Oregon, the six
seventh grade teachers were asked if they would assign their
students to write two paragraphs on "Why I Like or Dislike to
Read Stories in English Class" and "Why I Like or Dislike to do

^Gertrude Hildreth, Learning the Three R*e (Minneapolis!
Educational Publishers, Incorporated, 1947), pp. 49—50.
Freeman Glenn liacomber. Principles of Teaching in the
Elementary School (New York! American Book Company, 1954), p. 236.
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English Grammar".

Tvo hundred and ten students responded with

their evn ideas. These students did not put their names on the
paper ia order to have as true a picture as possible with no
inhibitions attached.
Since the tenth and twelfth grades were the writer's
classes of English in the Ashland High School, the ninth and
eleventh grade teachers were asked if they would have their
pupils write two themes "Why I Like or Dislike Grammar" and
"Why I Like or Dislike Literature".

The questionnaires were

made up from the ideas of 130 ninth graders and 115 eleventh
graders.
After the questionnaires were given, the teachers of the
ninth and eleventh grades asked the students to write two paragraphs
giving their viewpoints about teachers and school.

The fourth

graders wrote on "What I #on*t Like about School" and "What I Do
Like About School".

At this age the instructors thought the

children would pick out the teacher that they had, rather than
give a comparison, so that is why the pupils wrote about school in
general.

In the seventh, ninth, and eleventh grades, the students

wrote themes on "The Best Liked Class", "The Worst Class I Bave
ever Had", "The Best Teacher I ever Had", and "The Teacher I Liked
the Best."
A letter and questionnaire were sent to 68 Ashland High
School 1953 and 1934 graduates to see what help the study of
English had been for them in relation to life out of school.
the 68, thirty six students replied.
naire were most gratifying.

Of

The answers to this question

Many of the graduates wrote a
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meparat* letter eteting the exaet fields they thought should be
stressed.

A most interesting side light was to note whether or

not the modern child of today has ideas, what kind, if any, and
whether or not they can express them.

In a small why this is a

measure of the success of the public school.
Another question that might be raised in an investigation of
this type would be#

Vhat relationship exists between the mental

ability of pupils and their liking for the subject of English? The
standardized intelligence test quotients from the principals' offices
were used to analyze the material and answer in some manner this
question.
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CHAPTEB II
REVIEW CF THE LITERATURE
Although 20 year* ego G« W» Allport said, "The concept of
attitude is probably the most distinctive and indispensable con
cept in contemporary American Social psychology"^, not much has
been done regarding thia field even in 1964.

Dr. H. B. Remtaers

in hie book, Introduction To Opinion and Attitude Feasuremeot.
states I

"Attitudes touard the individual's vorld and toward him

self have become central not only in social psychology but in
other applied areas.

Despite this there has not been, to my

knowledge, a suitable textbook available."

2

Literature on Attitudes in General
Psychologists have been in late years increasingly concerned
with attitudinal study, since attitudes are theoretically a com
ponent of all behavior overt or covert.
entire adjustment of the individual.

Attitudes determine the

If a child is frustrated by

his classroom teacher and believes that the teacher is discrimina
ting against him, he will tend to react negatively to the teacher's
future criticisms.
Just what might be a good definition of attitude?

Arthur

Lichtenstein gave this as his meaning, "Ways of belief, expectation.

^H. H. Bemmere, Introduction to Opinion and Attitude
Measurement (New York# Harper and Brothers, 19547» P* vii.
^Ibid.. p. vii.
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-Tjmdgmeat, &nd attendant emotional diapoaitiona of like-dialike,
q
all of which aiaj be correctly aumeed ap as attitudea".
Dr.
Remamera eontrlbated as hia interpretation, "The term 'attitude* ia
merely a convenient way of referring to the preparedneaa that e%iata within the organ!am for aome future activity".*
The preaent aasnmption ia that attitudes can be modified
through learning, in accordance with the peraon'a goala and driven.
"Vanta, attitudes, and interests not only influence be
havior and modify the behavior organisms; they also are
themselves changed. They are strengthened and weakened by
the course of inner development and by the experiences of
life. They may be ahifted in respect of their.attachments
so that different situations call them forth".
To what extent can attitudea be modified and over what period
of time do they remain constant?

According to Dr. Bemmera, high

achool pupils showed significant shifts in attitudea in the
direction that waa planned and these changes persisted for at
A
least a year.
Dr. Lichtenstein said, "The gain in knowledge of
a certain unit should be compared with the gain in attitude
resulting from the study of the unit.

It is possible that some

groups will exceed in knowledge gain and some in attitude gain.
3
Arthur Lichtenstein, "Can Attitudes Be Taught?"
The Johns Hopkins University Studies in Education, No. 21
(Baltimore* The Johns Hopkins Press, 1934), p . 1.
4

Renners, o>£. cit.. p. 5.

^Edward L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Vanta, Interests,
and Attitudes (New York; D. Appleton-Century Company, 1933), p. 6

A
Reamers, c^. cit.. p. 6.
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This may vary with the particular aubject, emit, teacher, pupils,
7
and method of teaching".
The next logical question that follows is "What determines
attitudes?"

The two most broadly concerned elassificiations of such

determiners submitted by Dr,

H» Eemmers are*

personality differ

ences on the one hand and conformity—enforcing agencies or social
institutions on the other.
which attitudes develop.

8

6. W. Allport points out four ways ia

They nay be labeled (l) integration, (2)

differentiation, (s) shock, and (4) adoption.

Dr. A. Lichtenstein

states that it is fairly generally agreed that children by the time
they come into the seventh grade have a rather completely made up
set of attitudes,*^

Dr. Thorndike points out that where there is

intrinsic interest in the activity regardless of the consequences
there is an enormously superior means of learning^*
One of the most important advances made recently in
academic education is the tendency to relate the curriculum and
its administration to the needs, the limitations, and interests of
the student body.

The simplest way to gather attitudes is to ask

Arthur Lichtenstein, "Can Attitudes Be Taught?" The
Johns Hopkins University Studies in Education. No. 21 (Baltimore*
The Johns Hopkins Press, ToBdJT^P* 1
^Reamers, op.cit., p. 173.
*Itid.. p. 171.
^^Lichtenstein,

oil*

cAk., p. 31.

11

Edward L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Wants. Interests,
and Attitudes (New York* D. Appleton-Century Company, 1935), pL 108.
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"»9*“
}eople directly what their attitudea are. This has been the common
procedure in qnestlcoiiaire practice. Although this method has manj
disadvantages, the greatest possibly is the poor approach to measure
ment.

L. L. Thurstone of the University of Chicago has made the

most significant contribution to the measurement of attitudes.

12

The measurement of attitudes and opinions has become a vital part
of the educational system.

If progressive education had made no

other contribution, its insistence on learning the needs and feelings
of students would be a notable addition to educational methods.

The

democratic procedure in our schools has led the teachers to en
courage expression of ideas which can be evaluated and used in iuproving the relationships within the school system.

13

Literature on What Educators and Teachers are Thinking and
Accomplishing in Thi a Study of English in Relation to all Phases
of Life
For the past eight to ten years, educators and teachers of
English have been dissatisfied with the English courses and the
results that have been accomplished.

High school graduates have

looked upon their course in English as something like the measles —
something to be endured for a brief spell and then forgotten.

14

^^Daniel HLatz and Floyd H, All port, Students* Attitudes
(Syracuse, New York* Craftsman Press, Incorporated, 1931), p . 362,
13
Kemmers,

cit.. p. 395.

^^John W. Bell, "Achieving the Objectives of High School
English," American School Board Journal, 115* 29-30, September,
194 7 .
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-10Eagllah «hould b* a
emotional aatisfaetioa.

io young people and a aource of deep
The dreams of our adolescents are creative

and are searching for positive, meaningful values.

The teachers of

English want to contribute to such objectives as better home and
family living, vocational competence, social understanding, and
personal enrichment.
Some practical changes were suggested by George Robert
Carlson in the Junior College Journal.

The language program in

cluded t
1. Young people need to gain insight into the way
language functions in the total fabric of human emotions
and to see how language almost of and by itself might lead
to serious trouble. If we knew how to reason with children,
by using such language that would help us succeed in communi
cating with them.
2. To tell stories to children — a function most adults
will be called upon to perform.
3.

Oral reading — a pasmnge with the proper inflections.

4.

The ability to read and follow directions.

5. Relating a personal experience in an interesting
manner.
6. Writing themes about one's own family to better under
stand them.
The literature program included;
1* To point out cultural differences in family structure
from one society to another.
2. To show the stresses and strains that are placed on
family relationships by environmental conditions.
3.

Economic pressures.

4. Understanding human beings and in seeing the causes
and effects of family conflict.
5.

Giving students the warmth, beauty, and vitality of
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— 11family relationship.
The concluding statement* included:
1* Discussion should he placed on the basic experiences
and inherent values «
2. Think of the teaching of English in terms of the basic
needs of young people.
3. By its very nature, it deals with the comunieation of
experience of person vith p e r s o n . *0
Too often grammar-for—its-ovn sake eats into the soul of the English
curriculum; compesition runs a close second as a killer of the joy
that might have been.

Far more of our children have the capacity

to enjoy literature than to produce it.

The student must be

guided toward improved written expression by comparing his inadequate
theme, paragraph, or sentence with others that are more effective.
Throughout the nation, the leaders among teachers of English are
urging a shift in point of view toward grammar from what may be
called the "subject" position to the "tool" position.

Robert €.

Pooley advocates postponing grammar to where it really becomes
useful.

Too much grammar is taught too early.

When we do teach

specifics, teach a few concepts slowly and thoroughly.

He points

out that in the seventh grade too much grammar is taught too fast,
that pupils build up resistance and resentment which characterise
their attitude toward gruusar throughout high school.

To avoid

such attitudes and to make g r a m a r a profitable part of the
learning experience in the junior high, teachers who share the tool

George Robert Carlsen, "The Contribution of English to
Home and Family Living," Junior College «Journal, 20:209-211,
December, 1947.
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attitude develop program# which teach a few principle# #lowlj aad
thoroughly.

16

For example, ia the aeweath grade teach complete

eeateacee, noua#, verb#, and the aubject and predicate concept.

Ia

the eighth grade add the pronoun#, adverbs, prepositions, and ia
the ninth bring in the clauses, infinitives, and participles.

There

had been no textbook offering this attitude.
Before leaving this pertinent discussion about grammar, two
quotations found in recent issues of the Engliah Journal concerning
grammar should be included#
Children want to l e a m even if they seem to balk when
preseated with their lessons. And most children are aware
of what should be taught — or at least what they think
should be taught.
My previous experience has taught me that the students'
desire to improve their language is fundamental to success
in doing so.**
Since compulsion is not the best provocation for learning
aad I. Q.

aad reading—level grouping have been found rather

wanting, Harvey Overton brought forth the idea of homogeneity of
interest.

He has tried letting the eleventh grade elect or choose

what course they wished to take.

For the juniors, he offered

creative writing, oral communication, dramatic literature, literary
interpretation, aad general English.

All through these five courses

16

Robert C. Pooley, "Grammar in the Schools of Today,"
English Journal. 43*142, March*1954.
IT

Sheldon H. Leesem, "Grammar Has a Place in the Classroom,"
English Journal, 43*261, May»1954.
*^Bichard M. Bossone, "Let's Talk Sense About English,"
English Journal, 43*371, October, 1954.
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-13thr«ad thr«« aaiiat

th# qaest for freedom, the quest for the good

life, and the quest for achievement in American language and litera
ture.

These courses are explained to the students and parents.

With this type of approach, the students now say, "What English
course will he best for me?" instead of, "Do we have to take English?"

19

If the word "required" could be discarded from the subject of
Boglish in the curriculum, the psychological change in the attitude
of the student would be most significant.
If the teacher in sosie way can find the problems their
students are wrestling with, he will be better able to bridge the
gap between life** stark realities and the often artificial life of
the classroom.

For all the keys to eloquent and spontaneous ex

pression, none gives surer release than conviction in the mind of
the student that the topic he is writing or speaking about is by
his own light a burning reality.

To investigate the questions that

were most pressing to his pupils, Don Wolfe asked them to list tea.
The only identity was "Boy, 15" or "Girl, 16".
frank because they were assured of anonymity.

The statements were
Of 1244 students

ranging from 14-18 years of age, the following were given.
School Problems — grades, homework, unsympathetic teacher.
Personal - shyness, fears, nerves.
Family Problems — dates, late hours.
Boy and Girl Relations - going steady, popularity.
Money — jobs, inadequate allowance.
10

Harvey Overton, "Eleventh Grade Electives," English Journal.
44:211, April, 1955.
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CuncArn «bout the futmr# — faiimr#, #ucc***, kind of
**r#er.
Uacro&tion — nood for a oar, oport failure or euccesa,
tt«e of leisure time.
Appearance — complexion, teeth, figure.
Danger from World Tensions — draft, war, army.
Moral Issues and Ideals - smoking, drinking, lying.
Through discussion, the adolescent finds help from hearing about
others who have the same difficulties; in writing he finds the
natural level of his writing power and he makes a step toward
mature answers.

20

What about the student who plans to go to college?
does Ikglish affect him?

How

All students need to gain wide experience

in high school and they should l e a m how to use literature for
ulterior ends.

The college students need to read literature and to

organise their knowledge about it so they could read the writing
of intelligent, educated men and could themselves write effectively
for intelligent men.

Most college professors noticed that there

was an ignorance of literary figures, literary works, figures ia
mythology, history, and even great men of science in the average
high school graduate.

One writer mentioned that the returning alumni

who had had a year or two of college told the underclassmen to take
English IV.

When naked how a deficiency in English might affect the

students' social and emotional adjustment in college, Robert B.
£0

Don M, Wolfe, "Students" Problems," English Journal,
441218, April, 1955,
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Sh&ffer, Indian* UniTaraitJ» pointed out that there van a signifi
cant difference in first semester students who were deficient and
non—deficient ia a tool subject in neurotic tendencies, self confi
dence, and sociability.

Theae deficient students became less

dominant, lees confident, and less sociable as they remained in
college.
English teachers have tried and still are trying to meet the
demands of the times. Boy M. Hayes carried on a practical English
program in hia school.

Although the methods were unorthodox, the

non—book minded pupils were allowed to read pocket editions,
magazines, and the limited—reading classics. Discussions soon could
be carried on in an orderly manner as the students gained confidence
im themselves through their increasing ability to understand what
they read,*""
Another teacher, Lester Vender %erf, sent letters to all of
the new English IV students urging them to answer the letter in the
form of suggestions for study in their last year of school.

The

ideas that he received were enough to keep the reporter busy for
years.

These young people were interested ia the psychology of

people and the meaning of language.

Mr. Vander Kerf came to these

conclusions#
1.
You will never know what your students are thinking
unless^you ask them.

ment,"

^*Bobert H. Shaffer, "English Deficiency and Social Adjust
English Journal. 20i3T3-î6, October, 1949.

Roy M. Hayes, "English for the Nun-Hook Minded,"
House, £7#221—23, December, 1952.
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2» Stttd*nt« do mot miad difficult work that interest#
tho* and helps the*.
3. Students respect a courageous teacher who tries the
stuff traditionally thought of as outside the scope of the
English class.
4. Students want their classroom experience linked with
life, people, and their relations.23
Georgia E. Clifton, a vocational teacher, used the teacher—
pupil planning course.

At first, she relates, the students only

wanted to study about their vocations but as she encouraged inquiries
into other subject matter, this soon led to asking questions and
further discussion. As progress was made, the students wanted to read
in the library, write reports, and have outside speakers. The business
men who came to offer practical advice stressed accurate application
letters, more written work, and correct grammar in speakirg. Soon
the pupils wanted to learn more about the men who were successful in
the vocation that interested them.

This led to reading biographies,

followed by units on personality and "Getting Along titb People” .
Before the year was ended, there had been a gradual but sure change
in the attitude, thinking, and skill of these youngsters.^*

Virginia

Rowland in her article, "The Importance of English”, stated how she
asked herself three questions while examining literature before she
taught it:

Does this relate to my students' lives?;

Does it reach

^\iOster Vander Werf, "What English Students Want to Study,"
English Journal. 36:377, September, 1947.
^*Georgia E. Clifton, "Living English,”
194, April, 1952.

English Journal. 41:
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25

Before leaving this discussion about English and its re
lation to life, the mass media of movies, radio, and television
must not be overlooked.

In School Review, Vol. 62:15, there is a

fine bibliography of books and magazines about television and radio
which might prove to be very useful and valuable.

26

Louise Bennett

says, **We must not slight our training In radio skits, for the
training in appreciation of good drama is becoming increasingly
important now that television is dealing so extensively in the one
act varieties.

We cam guide our pupils in recognizing the good

from the bad and developing a taste for the good."
There vas a

27

challenge to the English teacher when movies,

radios, and television were added to the field of language arts.
Here comes some advice!

Go to the movies, listen to the radio,

look at T. V,, keep up vith the students!

Declare that English

does include all communication by mass media; make a suitable place
in the course of study; Improve teacher—training programs so that
teachers will have available literature in radio, movies, and tele
vision; make every student a critic all the time; have them vrite
to sponsors, and producers giving opinions on programs and movies;
try to do more.
OK

Virginia Boviand, "The Importance of English," English
Journal « 37:541, December, 1948.
26

T. B. Sennett, "Reorienting the English Curriculum-Training
Comsunication," School Reviev. 62:478—79, November, 1954.
27

Louise Dennett, "Experiences vith Literature,"
Journal « 43:502, December, 1954.
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ït on* had been an English teacher over a period of years,
28
one «ay hare felt like Mrs. Blair Hathaway when she walked ont on
teaching English after eighteen years of experience.

During her

professional career she had tried to teach the right things.

Finally

she gave it up, because she didn't know what she was supposed to
teach.

This quotation appeared relevant:

English teachers are a most coapanable group, hard-working,
cultured, and deserving of better fruits for their labor. But
they are confused — or more exactly - their professional leader
ship is.2*
Literature on Students' Reactions to Teachers and Teaching in General
If the hypothesis that pupil reactions to the personality
traits of the teacher are important factors im the teaching situation
and are to be accepted, then some attempt should be made to analyze
them.

The evaluation of pupil reactions should weigh heavily in any

general evaluation of a teacher's worth.

Only recently have the

students* judgment been used by the teacher to improve his teaching.
An annotated bibliography was found in the Journal of
Experimental Education

30

which contains 1006 articles about teacher

competence compiled from 1920-1949.

From this large number of

references, 32 high school or grade school students had had an
DA

Blair Hathaway, "Why I Walked Out on English Teaching,"
The Clearing House. £9:219, January, 1955.
29

Charles A. Hogan, "English: Headless Horseman of the
Curriculum," The Clearing House. 20:342, February, 1955.
30

Simeon J. Domas, and David V. Tiedeman, "Teacher Compe
tence: ML Annotated Bibliography," Journal of Experimental Edu
cation, 19:101—218, December, 1050.
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t o Ic o

on opinion. For tho post quorter of o oentnry,

tho Division of Fdncationol Rofcroneo of Pnrduo University has had
investigation# carried on dealing with personnel evaluation.

31

According to Voe Flin#, High School Teacher, Kansas City, Missouri,
her study implied that the pupils honest opinions were often a
better basis for a teacher's self-study and attempts at self-improve
ment than vers the opinions of supervisors or the use of rating
scales

32

•

Not only are parents and the teacher's colleagues in

fluenced by the reactions of students toward their teachers, but
administrators also.

Most principals agree that their opinions of

the staff are based to a great extent on the attitudes that the
students express concerning the faculty

33

•

Paul Witty, Northwestern University, mads an interesting
study about the outstanding characteristics of a good teacher.

He

felt that an important evaluation of a teacher can be obtained from
the reactions of pupils.

Using 12,000 youths in grades two to

twelve, he submitted the following*
1.

Cooperative democratic attitude.

2.

Kindliness and consideration for the individual.

3.

Patience.

31

p. C. Baker, and H. H. Reumers, "Progress in Research on
Personnel Evaluation," Journal of Teacher Education. 2*143—140,
June, 1951.
®^Vee Flinn, "Teacher—rating by Pupils,"
Method, 11*200—204, February, 1932,

Procedures,"

Educational

C.
Bryan, "Evaluation of Student Reactions to Teach
Education Digest. 11*55—56, December, 1945.
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4.

Wid* variety of imtereata.

5»

General appearance and pleasing manner.

6*

Fairness and impartiality.

7.

Sense of humor.

8.

Good disposition and consistent behavior.

0.

Interest in pupils* problems.

10.

Flexibility.

11.

Use of recognition and praise.

12.

Unusual proficiency in teaching a particular subject.

34

Some teachers have taken just one age level for investi
gation.

Helen U. Madsen, Lincoln, Nebraska, and J. Earl Davies,

Garden City, Kansas, used the Junior High students.
study, age of the teacher vas an important factor.

From this
The statement

found in the child's ova words vas "Not too old to be childish or
cross"; another vas "Takes part in children's games and activities",
Mr. Davies felt that teachers over-looked a profitable source of
information when they failed to consider the opinions of pupils.
The similarity of all these lists was very evident when they were
compiled.

Even though some of these articles were written back in

1917, the qualities or characteristics admired were the same.

Mr.

U. L. Light offered the negative judgment of high school scholars.
1.

Shows partiality.

2.

Unpleasant disposition — quick temper.

^ P a u l A. Witty, "Teacher Who Has Helped lie Most* Summary
of Ratings by Children All Over the Nation," National Education
Association Journal. 34* 386, May, 1947.
^^J. Earl Davies, "What Are the Traits of the Good Teacher
from the Standpoint of Junior High School Pupils," School and
Society, 38:849-652, November, 1933.
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Lack of diaclpllne.

4.

Lack of knowledge.

5.

Poor explanation.

b.

No sense of hnmor.

7*

Indefinite assignments.

8.

Talks too much.

9.

Nags pupils,^#

10. Too strict.

36

The proposal that pupils bo called on to rate teachers has
elicited a great variety of reactions from educators and laymen.
Some thought the proposal was not worth serious consideration,
others felt it was reasonable to conclude that the evaluation of
student reactions could be used widely by teachers if they were
given adequate information.

Some statements of the people who do

support it were*
1. The learner's attitude is so important that some effort
should be made to measure it*
2. Rating often emphasizes the need for improvement and
will help teachers to eliminate unsuspected factors that are
blocking effectiveness.
3. It leads to an increase in interest in teaching prob
lems on the part of the instructional staff as a whole.
4. Pupil ratings are am index to teacher effectiveness,
since a teacher has a good influence in proportion to the
amount of respect and admiration that pupils have.

L. Light. "High School Pupils Rate Teachers,"
Review, 38*28—32, January, 1930.
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5.
critic#.G?

Democracy can oxiat only when iia citizena are

Mr. Bryan recorded thirty reaction# of educator# who re
alised that they had been benefited.

Some of the teacher# remark#

are given.
1.

I have tried to give better explanation#.

2.

My general appearance and clothe# need sharpening.

3.

I talk too rapidly and too low.

4.
Student# are always evaluating teacher# whether we are
aware of it or mot.
6.

Students are more honest than I believed possible.

6.
Action and attitude# of which I was not conscious were
called to my attention.
T.

This helped me correct mannerism#.

8. An astonishing agreement on my good and bad point#
showed apparent freedom from bias.
9. Repeated comments on sarcasm gave me something about
which to think.38
In a clever article, "What's Tour Teaching Grade?", Jeanne
Tanne states:

"Because of their responses, I am able in some

measure to see myself through their eyes.

Certainly what they

think makes me think more about what I can do for then."
37
Teachers,"

30

Roy C. Bryan, "Pupil Ratings of Seuondary School
School Review, 44:857-367,
y, 1938.

®®Roy C. Bryan, "Benefits Reported by Teacher# Who Obtain
Written Students' Reactions to Teachers," Educational Administra
tion and Supervision. 28:70, January, 1942.
gg
B. Jeanne Tanne, "What's Tour Teaching Grade?,"
Journal, 44:231, April, 1955.
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Mr. Brjaa had

come to the conclusion that the great majority of teachers could
learn hoe their students were reacting without being emotionally
disturbed.

Not many teachers would be troubled emotionally if they

made a regular practice of obtaining student reactions in writing
periodically.
Dr. Paul Witty had made some general statements about re
action* that were appropriate here.

A study of reactions estab

lished the significance of a mental hygiene approach in the class
room.

Students were grateful in proportion to the degree that the

classroom offered security, individual success, shared experience,
and opportunity for personal and social adjustments.
basic to attainment in every subject.

These are

Among all adults, personal

adjustment depends in a large measure upon the extent to which
they can free themselves from a number of persistent infantile re
actions and emotional compulsions.

This consideration is valuable

in the case of the teacher since the ideal of self which he holds
will cause pupils to accept or reject him.
"Maturity should be considered as represented best in a
person who is spontaneously and genuinely responsive in human
relationships.
40

Bryan, ££. cit.. p. 73.

^^Paul Witty, "An Analysis of the Personality Traits of
the Effective Teacher," Journal of Educational Research, 40*
668-670, May, 1947.
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CHAPTLB III

REPORT OF THE STUDY
All of th# information that was tabulated for thi#
chapter wua taken from the questionnaires that were given to th*
fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh grades in the
Ashland system»

The statements with the recorded numbers are in

cluded in the appendix.
Analysis of the 176 Fourth Grade Cuestionnaires
The general consensus among fourth grade pupils about the
reading of stories was that they enjoyed reading very much.

Of

the 178 pupils who checked the questionnaire, 76 per cent liked to
reed stories because they found them inspiring.

The inquiring,

inquisitive mind of the fourth grader wanted to learn more about
people, animals, worlds, and things.

Far away places and the un

known held a great fascination for them.

Under the statement "if

I read when I am young, I will be a better reader when I am older",
73 per cent checked this item;

also 73 per cent checked that

reading helped them to improve their reading, and helped them with
other subjects*

There was enthusiasm for the learning of new

words and 60 per cent checked that "it was lots of fun to read*.
The only adverse statement that was made was that they did not
like to read when the words were too hard.
A summary of the language section showed that 75 per cent
of the fourth graders wanted to learn to speak well, with 71 per
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cent checking that they «anted to know «bat to eay when out

among

people.

them

These young children realized that language helped

with their other lessons and 54 per cent enjoyed language arts
because "it was fascinating".

Breaking the subject down into the

specific units of grammar, results showed that 53 per cent liked
to spell with 10 per cent stating that they did not.
per cent checked their preference

Fifty-eight

for writing in comparison with

11 per cent who were adverse to writing.

In the vocabulary study of

mew words, 65 per cent were pleased with this activity and wanted
to pronounce them correctly.

Half of them liked to insert capital

letters, and liked to write sentences and phrases.
cent indicated that language was fun.
mentioned that they objected to

Fifty-two per

Thirty-three per

cent

language becausetheyfound it

hard and 6^ per cent disliked grammar because they did not under
stand it.

Twelve per cent complained that grammar had too many

things to remember.

The item that pleased the English teacher

was observing th^t 53 per cent of these children realized that
people in general do not condone poor graimuar.
Analysis of the 190 Fifth Grade
Analysis of the 198 Sixth Grade

Questionnaires
Questionnaires

Since the same questionnaire was given to the fifth etnd
sixth grades and the enrollment of the two grades was almost
equivalent, to evaluate them at the same time making comparisons
and contrasts appeared feasible.

Of the 190 fifth graders, 80

per cent checked that they found pleasure in reading because the
stories were stimulating.

Of the 198 in the sixth grade, 60 per
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«•at thought the etorie* Imtereetlng.

Seventy per cent found

enjoyment in reading that they could not find anywhere elae but
43 per cent of the ninth gradere read for thin pleasure*

The

fifth and ninth gradern had relative renemblancen in the gaining
of information, although the fifth grade had a higher number.

The

contrast in rather marked in the results about the carry over to
other subjects*

Sixty per cent of the fifth graders thought that

reading helped them in other subjects, 33 per cent of the sixth
graders found this to be true.

The same contrast was seen with

the question concerning the broadening of the mind, 61 per cent
of the fifth grade students to 36 per cent of the sixth grade
pupils*

The imagination of the fifth grade youngster is still

strong as 55 per cent designated that reading helped their imagi
nation; 39 per cent of the sixth graders considered this to be
true*

In the way of comparison, both liked to read stories that

covered a wide range of literature and in which they could learn
something new, although the fifth grade still led the sixth grade
in the answers marked.
In the negative approach to reading, the similarities were
more numerous than the contrasts* Both fifth and sixth grade pupils
had the same number who were reluctant to read in front of the
class.

Thirty per cent of the fifth graders and 20 per cent of

the sixth graders disliked to read a poem.

Forty per cent of the

fifth grade and 33 per cent of the sixth grade were unwilling to
read aloud.

As far as the feeling about reading a long assign

ment was concerned, the number was 39 per cent to 21 per cent.
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-27T«*ntj per cent of the fifth grade children and 25 per cent of
the aixth grade learners did not wish to hare a certain number of
assigned books to read.

There was unanimous agreement in both

grades that they disapproved of hearing the same story over many
times.

In the contrast of the negative approach, 37 per cent of

the fifth graders checked that they disliked to read because they
did not get the point of the story, 7 per cent of the sixth grade
people checked this item.

Fifty-eight per cent of the fifth grade

youngsters did not like to be laughed at when they made mistakes
and 42 per cent of the sixth graders felt the same way.

As far as

getting up in front of the class to give a book report, or to read,
less than 33 per cent in both grades felt self conscious.
The overall picture in the change of attitude between the
fifth and sixth grades was most discouraging for the language arts
teacher.

There was a marked contrast in nearly every item of the

questionnaire*

The youth in the fifth grade was still interested

in expressing his thoughts clearly; he wanted to improve his
speaking; he was aware that it would help him in the future; and
he desired to speak correctly so people would not laugh at him.
A good percentage - over one-half to two-thirds - checked these
points in the affirmative.

The sixth grader in this system was

very mnreceptive to the language arts program for the betterment
of his speaking or writing.
this item in the affirmative.

Twenty—five to 30 percent checked
In the appendix, pages

73

-

the tabulated results are given for each one of the questions.
In the fifth grade, 37 per cent chose grammar because it was
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easy; 64 per cent in the aixth grade ahoved thia preference.
Seventy per cent of the fifth grade pupila felt that good grammar
expoaed intelligence while 42 per cent of the aixth gradera thought
thia waa true.

The abhorrence for apelling atarted in the aixth

grade according to these data.

Sixty—two per cent of the fifth

gradera liked to spell, while 38 per cent of the aixth gradera
liked to apell.

The interest in improving the vocabulary dropped

from ST per cent to 35 per cent while the desire to know how some
words were formed from other words slid from 65 per cent to 23 per
cent.

Tor the question **my occupation will depend upon a good

education and English grammar is important to a good education",
68 per cent of fifth graders checked thia entry, 42 per cent of the
aixth gradera thought it imperative.

The need to apeak the mother

tongue correctly became unimportant commencing with the aixth
grade according to thia one study.

Looking at the negative aide

of the picture, 27 per cent of the aixth gradera thought the sub
ject of grammar waa boring, uninteresting, and confusing.

There

was agreement between the grades concerning the repetition of known
material.

Thirty per cent of the fifth grade to 26 per cent of

the sixth grade checked that they did not like to memorize and 22
per cent of the fifth gradera to 26 per cent of the aixth gradera
seemed to think they forgot grammar as soon as they left school.
Although thia was only one study about one school system, it did
include four grade schools separated in different parts of
Ashland with thirteen teachers involved in the fifth and aixth
grades.
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The tabulation of the 191 eeventh grade queetionnairee
ahoved that two thirds of the students liked literature.

5ighty—

six per cent of the pupila checked that they found the atoriea
interesting} 71 per cent asked for a regular reading period.

A

renewed enthusiasm for the learning of new words was shown bj 67
per cent of the class.

Sixty—five per cent liked to read for the

useful information it gave them, 72 per cent showed an eagerness
to investigate new realms.

That reading filled u gup in their lives

and gave them enjoyment that was not found in every day life waa
verified by 58 per cent} 45 per cent gave evidence that it helped
their imagination*

Analyzing the returns us far as methods were

concerned, 47 per cent said they did not like to read out loud, 50
per cent that they had a reluctance to read in front of the class,
and 60 per cent thnt they became annoyed then they had to read a
Long time out loud*

There were nearly two-thirds who were irri

tated by hearing the same story repeated a number of times. Fiftyeight per cent of the youngsters became irritated when their peers
laughed at them upon making a mistake and 40 per cent felt the
same way when telling a story.

Most of the students did not mind

making book reports; writing the answers to the questions about
the story did not bother many of them*

Only a third wanted to

pick out their own reading material} reading a required number of
books was not a major dislike*

The returns were most encouraging

as far as the mechanical process of reading was concerned.

Very

few thought the vocabulary was too difficult; most of the seventh
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grader# thought they reed very well end feet.

Thai «poke well for

the reeding program in the grade# if the awerage eewenth grader wa#
reading np to hie grade level.
There wa# #ome carry over from the reading into the language
art# program.

Fifty-eeven per cent of the etndenta checked that it

helped them to learn the meaning of new words, and new pronunciation#;
but 45 per cent did not like to read when they were asked to break
the eentenco down into the part# of #peech.

The consensu# in the

seventh grade about language arts was that they saw the need for
good grammar but they did not find it too"interosting" or "very much
fun".

Seventy—one per cent realized that grasmiar showed intelligence

and that it helped them to improve their speaking.

Sixty-eight per

cent realized that it was necessary in every day life and that
using the English language correctly kept people from laughing at
them.

Sixty—seven per cent realized that grasumar was an aid in

expressing one's thoughts, and 63 per cent realized that it would
be useful not only in obtaining a position but also in keeping the
position when they were growh.
good English.

Sixty—five per cent wanted to use

Breaking the material down into the mechanics, only

a third to a half liked to do written work, to improve their
spelling, to write letters, to use the dictionary, and to understand
the formation of words.

Less than a fourth of the 161 youths had

any curiosity for diagramming, for understanding of singular and
plural nouns, of the parts of speech, and of apostrophes.

The

majority of the dislikes could be classified into the following
statements.

Grammar contained too many rules, the subject was
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boring and uninteresting, language was hard to understand and con
fusing, and one forgot it as soon as he left school.

These criticisms

should be taken to heart and a change should be made in the conns* of
study and methods in the language arts program of the junior high
school.
Analysis of the 130 Ninth Grade Questionnaires
Fj the time the youth had been advanced to the ninth grade,
there vas a noticeable change in attitude toward reading for enjoy
ment.

Of the 130 students checking the questionnaire, 92 per cent

marked this entry.

Seventy-eight per cent of the pupils liked to

rend because the stories were interesting; 72 per cent read to
broaden their knowledge and to learn about different people, places
and circumstances; 70 per cent wanted a change from grammar; and
61 per cent enjoyed sharing the happiness and sorrow of ths
characters.

Sixty per cent chose non-fiction stories that held

attraction for them but 33 per cent read for definite information.
Half of the students read for psychological purposes to forget
their worries and problems.

Forty—three per cent saw the educa

tional value in reading as well as improving their vocabulary and
learning about the library.

Using a variety of materials such as

poems, plays, short stories, and essays appealed to over half.
As far as methods of teaching were concerned, 36 per cent cared
to read aloud and 13 per cent were willing to give book reports
in front of class.

The biography of the authors had value to

23 per cent; 24 per cent did not mind answering the questions at
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Fifty—four par cant liked

to diacvaa tha plot and circuaatancaa in elasa and 76 per cent
choaa diacuaaion over the queationa.

On the negative aide of tha

quaationnairof 84 par cent checked that they did not like to taka
teata at the and of tha story because it ruined the enjoyment of
reading tha story»

Fifty—seven per cant of tha pupils checked

that they did not read fast hut ten per cent stated that they did
not understand what they read.

Less than half of the students en

joyed poetry, liked to learn the facts about the authors, or to
write book reports.

Two thirds of the group did not like to giro

book reports in front of the class with 59 per cent checking that
they did not want to be forced to read.

Forty— six per cent of

the class checked that they were bored with a great deal of their
school work.
The entry, "I like grammar because 1 waht to speak correctly
80

that I might make a good impression*, had 62 per cant checks.

Thia was the largest number recorded for any one item in the
language arts section.
correct English.

Again the student of today saw a need for

Sixty per cent checked that grammar was necessary

to gat a job, 56 per cent that a knowledge of correct English
would aid them in their life's work, 51 per cant were interested
in personality betterment and social acceptance.

That language

arts were necessary for an education and that these subjects
helped to make tha right friends were checked by 46 par cent of
tha ninth graders.

Less than half saw the need of grammar to

help them write a letter, to speak orally iu front of the class,
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or to got botter grodoo in o foreign loagnage.

forty-nine sokod

for opolling to bo taught in the ninth grade bocanae they needed
the review and recognized the atudy waa practical•

Fifty-nine per

cent expreaaed the need for penmanahip to be included in the Engliah
courae.

Fifty percent of the elaaa did not like to hear the

colloquial "ain't" or "he done".

In the mechanica of teaching,

nearly half did not like to diagram aentencoa, a third did not like
grammar becauae there waa "too much drill over the name material
that one bad bad year in and year out", and 43 per cent auggeated
that language arte would he more intereating if new methoda were need
in instruction.

Over a third bad trouble with parte of apeech and

nearly a half objected to ualng the dictionary.
Analyala of the 115 Eleventh Grade Queetionnairee
The entire eleventh grade literature courae in the Aahland
High School conaiated of the teaching of American anthora.

Thia

included abort atoriea, eaaaya, poetry, drama, aa well aa the
hiatorical background of the United Statéa.

One aemeater covered

the reading of varioua typea of literature while the other aemeater
placed the writera and their contribntiona into the hiatorical
period that influenced their literary productiona.

Of the 115

junior* who participated in the queationnaire, 93 per cent checked
that they preferred to read abort atoriea and the Reader* a Digeat.
Seventy per cent marked that they preferred the literature over the
grammar and 66 per cent thought that aome of the atoriea were intereating.

Sixty-four per cent felt that reading aaaiated in en-
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Imrging th# vocabulary.

A little over half of the group did not

care for Shakeepeare nor the reading of poetry.

Only half vere

interested in the people and problems of other times and half also
saw that literature vas broadening and kept one well informed.
Fifty-three per cent wanted more modern stories about sports and
adventures.

Half of the members enjoyed the educational stories

as well as the ones for pleasure.

Forty—eight per cent wanted to

remember the clever expressions and interesting descriptions.

A

little less than half became so interested in the story that they
imagined that they were there with the characters; 43 per cent
marked that they liked to read worthwhile stories and to l o o m about
worthwhile authors.

Thirty-seven per cent enjoyed the class dis

cussion of poetry, short stories, and essays.

Forty-two per cent

suggested that the literature for teen-agers should stress modern
authors and present day events.

Not even a fourth —

22 to be

exact - were interested in the literary historical background and
characteristic style of the authors.

One-third to one-half of the

class did not like to study a story, to take teste over what they
had read, or to make oral reports.
to make written reports.

A third said they did not like

Again nearly half of the group did not

like to read orally, 45 per cent checked that they did not like
poetry, and 30 per cent did not care to read what someone else had
picked out for them to read.

Half suggested that they would prefer

world literature to the concentrated American one year and English
the next.

Host of the students felt that they read all right but

36 per cent marked that they read slowly.

Fifty-three per cent
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mentioned that they worried about book reporte and teete.
Bj the time the student had reached the eleventh grade,
he felt that it was necessary to pronounce words correctly and to
apeak clearly*
entry*

Eighty-six per cent of the 115 juniors checked this

Seventy-one per cent agreed that language arts were essential

in getting and holding a joh and that the study of grammar did help
them to expres themselves accurately.

Since spoken language was

used all through life, 59 per cent realized that grammar was
practical.

Over two—thirds of the class stated that a competent

language arts teacher in the grades was very important.

Nearly

half of the class checked that they did not mind the graamar in the
English course if not too much was given at any one time.

Others

suggested that grammar should be taught to correct individual
weaknesses.

An interesting side light was the expression of 62

per cent of the students who thought that penmanship should be
taught in English class.

The main objection to the subject of

grammar was that it can become too complicated.

Nearly two-thirds

stated that they did not understand the transitive and intransitive
verbs.

Half of the group did not like to write themes nor did they

want grammar shoved down their throats.

Forty per cent felt that

the language arts program in the grades had not given them sufficient
background for formal grammar.

Diagramming, oral recitation, and

parts of speech were the chief items of discontent.

Fifty-one per

cent of the students remarked that each teacher used a different
method when presenting grammar and that the pupila became confused
and bewildered.

Nearly a third disliked language arts because the
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•aa» rulft» and »x»rclc»a v»r» gone over year in and year ont with
nothing new.

Thia procedure became very tiresome.

A n a l y i a of the pneationnaire from 36 Ashland Alnmni
Since thia queationnaire waa sent to the graduates of the
classes of 1063 and 1054, a cross section of interests was repre
sented.

Some of these students had one to two years of college,

others working experience, a number of the boys were in the
service, and a few of the girls were housewives with children.

The

fifteen questions are presented with the scores at the side.
YES
1.

Did you like to read the stories in the
literature book?

2.

26

10

31

4

11

7

14

22

13

6

If you are in college, has the literature
background helped you?

5.

Did you take English IV? .

6.

If you are not in college, has the litera
ture background helped you?

.

7.

Did you like literature better than grammar?

8.

Bas a knowledge of authors helped you enjoy
the radio and television better?

9.

4

Did you prefer short stories to the long
novels?

4.

32

Did you like to read the books that were
required for the book r e p o r t s ?

3.

NO

Do you read as much as you did or less?

27

29
. .
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25

9

7
11

— ST
YES
10«

NO

Haa th# grammar you learned been naeful
to y o n ? .......................

11.

324

Do you think that apeaklng and writing
eorreotly has helped you in your college
work?

...................................

12.

It has not

13.

If not in

helped

you in your dollege

IT

work.

1

college has your ability to e%-

presa youreelf correctly helped you in
getting or retaining a job?. . . . . . .
14.

It ham not helped you in your work. . . .

15.

Haa the letter writing and good Engliah

16
2

atudied been of v a l u e ? ..................

34

2

At the bottom of the queationnaire, space waa left for them
to add any other ideas that they had which would help in this study
of English in relation to life out of school.

Of the 36 question

naires returned, 75 per cent gave some very pertinent material.
Moat of the graduates stated that letter writing was very important
and a number who were in the business world suggested the business
letter writing angle.

The college students were perturbed with

their inadequate preparation for the Freshman Composition courses
and the term papers.

They recognized that they had not learned to

express themselves, although they knew the rules of grammar.
Spelling was another field that the

graduate mentioned.

Stress

should have been given to building the vocabulary, to correct
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Publie speaking earn mentioned many

times as being most beneficial when out in the world.

A boj in the

service wrfte a fine letter stating, "Reading hooka in history,
science, philosophy and other solid subjects ehoutd nearly replace
novels and fiction.

Public speaking cannot be overly emphasised.

In

the service it is very useful. Reading Emerson, Bryant, Holmes,
Longfellow, and other American poets should be required and ex
tensive."

Another alumnus underlined "Teach them bow to study"

and suggested the reading of Greek and Roman literature.

Fourteen

questionnaires stated that the graduates read as much or more than
they did in high school, six said that radio and television replaced
their reading, and two said that they did not read
radio and television had not replaced the reading.

as much but that
Others just

answered a straight "yes" and "no" to question number 9,

Three

college students said they were busy studying and did not have time
to read.

These frank statements implied that English should be and

was an important instrument in every walk of life.
Analysis of the Fourth Grade Paragraphe
"What
JDo Like About School"
"What 2. Pu Kot Like About School"
The average fourth grader expressed a great liking lor school.
In fact, everything about school satisfied him. Spelling was the
favored subject, then followed reading, writing stories, and diction
ary drill.

Of the 178 fourth graders

who took part, three

that they did not like language and four said they
"noise".

stated

did not like

There were no other objections.
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A n a l y !■ of th* Seventh Grade Paragraph»
"The Beet Liked C l a y "
"The Woret Claea
Ever Had"
Host of the seventh graders chose the class that they re
ceived the best grades in as the gronp they liked the best.
Spelling vas the favored eonrse plus other subjects where the
teacher presented the content in the manner of a game.

The students

chose the class where the atmosphere was friendly and they "belonged"
When a variety of projects mss introduced, the instruction became
more interesting.

The section where the teacher gave the impression

that he was one of them was also chosen.
The recitation where the pupils received the poorest grades
was the most disfavored. The division with no discipline, too much
moving around or noise was unsatisfactory.

Pupils in the seventh

grade did not like the subject when they d i d n H learn anything or
if the teacher had pets, or if the instructor expected too srach of
them.

If the rapport with his peers was not sufficient and he had

no friends, the learner classified this clasa in the negative group.
"The Best Teacher
Ever Had"
"The Teacher
Liked the Best"
To the seventh grader, the best teacher and the one he liked
the best fell into the same category.

The instructor "who taught

me something" was given the highest place,

l^hen the student had the

security of understanding, closeness, consideration, friendliness
and helpfulness, the teacher was given a fine rating.

The qualities

of making the learner work hard and being strict also were seen
near the top of the list.

Being fair, having a sense of humor,
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-40kmowiag th# #ttbj#ct matter, and letting th# child fcnov where he
etood vere alee included in the paragraphe.
Analysis of the Ninth Grade Paragraphe
"The Beet Liked Claes"
"The Woret Claes I_ Ever Had"
Getting good grades in a subject vas the foremost element
from the ninth gradere* point of view.
next.

Rapport vith hie peers came

The class in which the teacher varied the presentation, gave

evidence of knowing the subject matter well, and used complete ex
planations rated very high.

The period that was well organized and

one in which discussion was allowed were also included.
Grades again were the determining factors when the students
rated the least liked class.

Lack of discipline was a close second

because the student did not learn anything.

No explanations, long

assignments, monotony in presentations, and too much stress on de
tails were also listed.

Some youths listed too many tests, too much

writing, and too fast a procedure in the negative picture.
"The Beet Liked Teacher"
"The Best Teacher
Ever Had"
The best liked teacher was the one who was understanding,
friendly, considerate and who never embarrassed the pupil.

The

teacher whom the students "could have fun with" rated near the top.
Other characteristics were a sense of humor and being fair with no
pets.
Three fourths of the ninth graders chose the instructor -who
was strict and "taught us something" as the best teacher they ever
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had.

Th# on# who explained thoroughly and knew the eubject matter

completely waa also chosen.

The best teacher was fair, understanding,

interested in the students' welfare, but expected them to learn.
Analysis of the Eleventh Grade Paragraphs
"The Class I. Like"
"The Class I_ Dislike
The class when discussion is the method of procedure appealed
to the juniors the most.
high.

Less talking by the instructor rated very

Having variety in presentation such as group work and reports

made a favorable impression.

These juniors liked the use of study

sheets and class time for the daily assignment.

The division where

the students were given a challenge, all treated alike, and well
disciplined, was considered by many.
The class with lecture system of presentation, no discipline,
and no time to do the daily assignment received the greatest number
of adverse comments.

The students did net favor the class where

there was repetition of subject matter, little or no explanation,
and no variety in presentation.

An undue amount of oral reports, or

assignments, or reading was also listed as not gratifying.

"The Teacher 2 Like"
"The Teacher 1 Dislike"
The eleventh grade student approved the teacher who knew
a quantity of subject matter, who was strict but had a sense of
humor, and who "taught you something and expected you to remember
it".

The instructor who had a well organised class and was thorough

in the presentation was also admired.

The ability of the teacher

to treat each student as an individual was definitely liked.
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eharacterisiics mentioned were being helpful, understanding, and
fair.
Ibe disliked teacher was the one who had pets, changed the
grading system, and used sarcasm.
These characteristics listed by the Ashland students coin
cide very closely with the report compiled by Dr, Frank W, Hart
using ten thousand high school seniors*

Keeping in touch with

pupil opinion would enable the teacher to eliminate the undesirable
conditions which stimulate unfavorable gossip.

Teachers are rated

by pupils whether they desire it or mot; therefore, they should be
interested in obtaining ratings from their students.

*Frank #. Hart, Teachers and Teaching (New York#
Macmillan Company, 1934), p.131, 250, 278.
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CHAPTER IV
MENTAL ABILITY AFFECTING ATTITUDES TOWARD ENGLISH

Tha InfInenca of Mental Abllttiea on the Liking or Dialiking of
Engliah
la thia atndy, an inveatigatlom was mad# to exaaiine nhat
relationahip might axiat between the mental ability aa indicated by
atandardized intelligence teata of etndenta and their liking or dia
liking the anbject of Engliah.

To define intelligence became rather

a difficult problem, aa there were ao many definition# from which to
chooae.

The interpretation given by Dr. Harry J . Baker aeemed

appropoat

"General intelligence may be defined in terme of the

ability to reapond to aitnationa in a logical manner."*

The aitn-

ationa in thia paper were concerned with langnage arte and literatmre.

Quoting Dr. Baker again, "Language ia the moat effective

vehicle of intelligence.

It ia one of the beat meana of determining
2
the abilitiea of bright and dull pnpila."
In the book, Characterlatlc Difference# in Bright and Dull Pupila, Dr. Baker offered aome
very pertinent material concerning the problem of accomplishment in
the field of Engliah*

Thia inquiry waa probing to find how intelli

gence affecta the attitude of the learner.

Harry J. Baker, Characteriatic Differences in Bright and
Dull Pupila, (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1927), p. 15.
Ibid., p. 50.
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Seventh Grade Mental Ability Relationship#
To determine whether seventh grade student# like to read
stories for interest, the number I sample, "I like to read stories
beeause they are interesting", was chosen from the questionnaire to
shew the relationship between intelligence and the liking or dis
liking of reading for interest.

A percentile graph was prepared,

using the I. Q. quotients in intervals of five with the number of
frequencies of like or dislike in each interval.
the results of the ogives.

Figure 1 showed

The bottom line represented the intelli

gence as well as the number who disliked to read for interest.

The

top line represented the intelligence and the number who liked to
read for interest.

The data most pertinent to this study revealed

that 143 pupils enjoyed reading while 48 learners did not.

Three

times as many seventh graders read for pleasure as those who were
not so motivated.

As far as intelligence was concerned the differ

ence was not so marked — 103 for those who were interested and 100
for those not interested.

To investigate the students who read for

Information, number 8 sample, "I like to read because of the useful
information it gives me", was used.

These results were tabulated in

the same manner using the percentile ogive.
this relationship.

Figure 2 disclosed

One hundred and seven students preferred to

read for gain iu knowledge while 52 were not so inclined.

Nearly

twice as many youngsters were anxious to improve their minds as the
ones who were not.

The intelligence ratio was from 105} to 103.
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FIGURE 1
Th« S«l«tionahip between Intelligence and the
Liking or Disliking of Beading for Interest
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-47Te obtaia the data on the liking or disliking of grammar for the
seventh grade, sample 27, **1 like grammar becattse I want to mse
good English**, was taken.

The same procedure was carried on as

before and the relationship shown in Figaro 3.

One hundred and one

junior high children liked grammar compared with 68 who disliked
the language arts program in the school.
difference in the I.

rating

There was only a slight

— 105— 104, but numbers again con

firmed that the higher the intellect the better the liking for
grammar.
Ninth Grade Mental Ability Relationships
To continue the investigation concerning the correlation
between intelligence and the liking or disliking of English into
the ninth grade, the same method was pursued.

The reading for in

terest angle, sample 4, **I like literature because I think the
stories are interesting**, was chosen.

The percentile curve in

Figure 4 showed that 95 students read for interest compared to 25
who did not.

Nearly four times as many freshmen enjoyed the reading

program in the curriculum as those who were passive.

When com

paring the ogives in the ninth grade, interest appeal of stories
prevails in a more marked degree to the lower intellect than com
pared with Figure 1 in the seventh grade.

The inference might

be that the attitude of the pupils toward reading for enjoyment
had increased in that two year span.

The intelligence quotient

was from 98-100 in comparison with 100—105 in the seventh grade,
la the next category of reading for information, sample 2, "I
like to learn about different people, places, and broaden my
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Figure 5 pictured the relationship.

Ninety freshmen had the inquiring, inquisitive mind for new infor
mation to 32 who disliked to read for enlightenment.
three times as many as the ones who were satisfied.

This was
When parallel

ing the seventh and ninth grade curves for mental ability, again
the results showed that the attitude had changed in favor of the
reading for information. The 1. Q. quotient in the ninth grade
was 101-98 compared with 103-105^ in the seventh.

Judging by

numbers again, more ninth graders read for knowledge than the
seventh grader. For the language arts section, sample 3, **I like
grammar because I want to speak correctly so that I might make a
good impression", was selected.
in the same manner as the others.

Figure 3 showed thd relationship
The position of the curves in

this graph indicated practically a normal ogive.

The I. g.

quotient for both curves was 98-98^, nearly half of the students
liked grasmar in comparison to half who did not.

Thirty-nine

students who liked grammar were from the interval 95—100 up}
likewise 39 were from that I. Q. interval down.

Comparing the

ninth grade with the seventh, they were very similar.

A con

clusion that might be drawn from this data would be that the
attitude toward language arts was about the same in both the
ninth and seventh grades.
Eleventh Grade Mental Ability Relationships
Three percentile graphs were made for the eleventh grade
in the three fields of investigation as were made for the other
two grades.

From the Junior questionnaire, sample 7, "I think
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FIGURE 4
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FIGURE #
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-63th# atori*a #r# interesting” » vas examined.

Figure 7 revealed the

relationship that 63 atndents read for pleasure against 40 who did
net.

Most ef the students read for pleasure. The outstanding

feature about the results here was the high I, g. of the pupils who
did not read for enjoyment.

The quotients were 106-109.

This

might have been due to the selections that were offered in the
literature book*
curve.

Figure 8 was also a very interesting percentile

This percentile graph was based on sample 8, **1 like to

read because it is broadening and keeps me well informed".

Fifty-

five students read because they liked to read for information while
48 disliked to read for anything except pleasure.

The I, g. dis

crepancy, of 99} who did not like informative reading to the I. g,
quotient of 112 for these who did enjoy this type of reading material,
clearly implied that these students who were studied carried out the
theory that the more intelligent the person the more eager he was
for knowledge.

In the language arts Figure 9, the dislike for

English showed up very forcefully. Twenty-five students liked
gramsiar compared with the 78 who did not like it.

Up to this time,

the pupils have taken it because they realized that they needed it
in every day life, but by the eleventh grade the students had a
definite like or dislike.

Another feature of Figure 9 was that the

intelligent student was the one who liked grammar.

The average I, g,

quotient was IIC^ for the liked compared with 107 for the disliked.
Comparing this graph with Figure 6, the attitude toward grasusar had
taken a definite decline from the ninth grade to the eleventh.
Baker's quotation on page 45 can bo certainly verified by this
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stttdy.

"L*ag*#g# is th* most effective vehicle ef Inteiiigemee.

It is on* of the best means of determining th* abilities of bright
and dnll pupils.^
Sines there vas no smterlal gathered in this report to de
termine if intelligence vas an important factor in the stndents*
rating of their teacher, the data eontribnted by Dr. Roy C. Bryan
was referred to and considered valuable here.

His study cane to

the conclusion "That there is no significant difference between
the ratings ef pupils on different intelligence levels and that no
advantage would be gained by treating separately the ratings by
4
pupils of different intelligence levels".

®Ibld., p. 18.
^Boy C, Bryan, Pupil Rating of Secondary School Teachers,
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teacher* College, Columbia
University, 1937), p. 66.
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CHAFTLR V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Th# data compiled in ihla atudy comprised tracing the
attitudes of students toward the subject of English c<mmemclng with
grade four, and continuing through the fifth, sixth, seventh, ninth,
and eleventh grades.

Original paragraphs were written bj these

pupils about why they liked or disliked English and a questionnaire
was made up In their own words.
analysed for this report.

One thousand questionnaires were

Since Ashland, Oregon, was the system

Investigated, graduates of the classes of 1953 and 1954 from the
Ashland High School were asked for their opinions concerning English
In relation to life.
mailed.

Sixty—eight letters and questionnaires were

The information offered In this paper was from the 36 that

were returned.
Along with this attitude toward English, a study was made
about the attitude of students toward teachers, classes, and school
In general.

The opinions were gathered from 614 original paragraphs

written by pupils In the fourth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh grades.
A search was made to obtain the latest information relating
to attitudes In general as well as what the authorities were pub
lishing about student attitudes la relation to teachers, classes,
school, and English.

This material was compared somewhat to the data

gathered from books and periodicals.
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Th* intelligence quotients were copied from the records in
the principals* effices for 436 students in the seventh, ninth, and
eleventh grades*

This information was compiled into percentile

graphs and a relationship was obtained between intelligence and the
liking or disliking of reading and grammar.
Conclusions
When all th* material was organized and analysed, the first
change in attitude from liking the subject ef English to disliking
English came at the sixth grade level.

The children in the fourth

grade enjoyed reading very much and they were enthusiastic for the
language arts procedures*

Spelling was the favored subject and they

wanted to build their vocabularies for new words as well as to
speak them correctly.

The fifth grade pupils also were stimulated

by the reading and were eager for information and to us* their
imagination.

These youngsters still wanted to improve their speak

ing and recognised the value of the language arts program for the
future.
To the sixth grader, the stories were not very fascinating
and they were not inclined to read "for fun".

The children saw no

carry-over of their reading to other subjects and the zest for new
information had lost its appeal.

In the mechanics of reading, the

sixth graders were able to read for understanding better than the
fifth graders.

In the language arts field, the sixth grader could

see no point in grammar with no carry-over into the life situations
of speaking and writing.

These pupils found it hard, uninteresting,
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boriagy and eenfaaiag*

Spelling and vocabulary atudy had taken a

"back aaat” .
Â decided change in attitude toward reading for the better
had taken place by the end of the aerenth grade.

There was re

newed enthuaiaam for broadening of knowledge and reading gare the*
enjoyment that was not found in other activities.

These young

people liked to look up new words and they did not mind giving book
reports or answering questions to the stories.

Most of the* con

sidered that they read fast, well, and with understanding.

In the

language arts program, these students realized the need for correct
speaking and saw the carry-over into every day life, but they also
found "grasmar hard to understand", too many rules, and difficult to
remember.
The ninth grade student had continued his favorable attitude
toward reading and now read for enjoyment.

The stories were inter

esting and they had a desire to broaden their knowledge and non
fiction stories attracted them.

They did not like to take tests

ever the stories because it ruined the enjoyment in the reading.
Discussion was the preferred method.

Poetry, the authors' lives,

and book reports were the main "bones of contention".
Pupils in the ninth grade still saw the value in studying
language arts.

Their life's work, personality, and education de

pended upon speaking and writing correctly.

Spelling again was

asked for as they wanted a review and even penmanship was stated
as needed.

In the seventh grade there was mention about having to

learn the same rules.

Now in the ninth grade the repetition of
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Wkterial that they have had "year in and year out" had become an
Important factor in the methods of the language arte program*

Many

of the etudente aeked for new procedure* even though the eaae
material va* repeated.

Looking up words in the dictionary and the

part* of speech were both disagreeable activities*
Heading in hi*L school, by the time the student had reached
the eleventh grade, hod definitely progressed to reading for enjoy
ment.

Short stories and the Readers' Digest held a greater prefer

ence over the literature anthology of famous American writers*
Poetry and Shakespeare had very little appeal*

Most of the juniors

wanted modern stories of adventure and sports instead of the histori
cal heritage of our country.

Style of the author, his biography,

booTi reports, and teats were definitely negative*
The eleventh grade students were very much aware of the
need to speak and write correctly*

They realized that language arts

were necessary in the school for helping them to obtain a job and
speaking clearly, but they definitely did not like grammar.

Many

of the students wanted grammar taught to correct individual weak
nesses*

Going over the same material "year in and year out" by

the time the students got to be juniors was most boring to them*
Another item they did not like was the different approach by each
teacher.

They thought granmar confusing, and that the teachers in

the system should comply to on* method*

Diagramming, parts of

speech and oral recitation were all abhorred*

Many ef these

students complained of the poor background that they had received
in the grades*

They felt that the stress of grammar in the grades
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V»# far mer# important than in high school*

Penmanship waa again

mentioned to be added to the curriculum.
Upon completing high school, the graduates were verj regret
ful that they had not learned as much as they shouAd have while in
school as far as grammar was concerned.

They expressed the feeling

that letter writing should be stressed with business letters being
most Important.

More writing practice was asked for by the students

who were in college with emphasis on spelling and vocabulary.

Public

speaking should be required as it was very valuable•
As far as reading was concerned, their reading had been in
creased.

Radio, movies, and television had not interfered.
The attitude of the fourth grader about school in general was

very satisfactory.

The fourth grader liked school in all activities.

When judging the class that they liked the best, the seventh grade
youngsters picked the class in which they had received the best
grade.

If the teacher presented the material as a game and used

variety in methods, that also appealed.

Peer recognition and a

friendly atmosphere were important to the seventh grader.

The

class with the poorest grades and "not belonging" received the
negative answer.

The teacher who was understanding, fair, with a

sense of humor and wealth of background rated very highly*

The

pupils wanted a teacher who had discipline, who made them work hard,
and from whom the students gained in knowledge.
Into the ninth grade, grades proved to be the most important
item when liking a class; rapport with peers followed.

Included in

the ninth grade program, that was not evident in the seventh grade
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pr#gr*m, *a# diacaaaioii being maed, a wall organize^ proeadnre,
eonplata and thorough explanation#. For tha adrarse aide, gradea
again hald tha top poaition, lack of diaci^lina, monotony, and
atraaa on dataila wera included.
Tha aaaia characteriatica that were liated in the aeventh

grade ware alaa given by tha ninth grader.
them and had no pat# wera alao added.

One who did not embmrraaa

Again, discipline, explana

tion, understanding, and a teacher who "taught ua something" wore
admired in tha "beat teacher".
Gradea wera not even mentioned in the eleventh grade when
they judged the liking of a claaa.
portant to them.

Methods seemed to be more im

Discussion, variety in presentation, and class

time for assignments held the top place for them.

On the negative

aide, they liated repetition of subject matter, no explinaiian, no
variety, long assignments, no discipline, all lecture, and no
challenge.
For the best teacher, the juniors liked mtrictneaw, one
who knew the subject matter and "taught you something", fair and
understanding.

Added here that was not mentioned in the other

years was the ability of the teacher to reach each person as an in
dividual.

On the negative aide, pets, sarcasm, and changing the

grading system were mentioned.

These characteristics that were

given by the Ashland students were very similar to the ones liated
by Paul %itty on page 19.
Recommendatione
«V —— —— —

— —

From this study, it was evident that a change of attitude
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occurred at tha aixth grada levai.

A farther atodj could ha and

ahould be carried on to invaatigata method# in tha aixth grade.
Thia change might be partly due to tha age of tha atudant, but
mathoda probably play a large part.
Since Or. Poaley had carried on acme invaatigation and
adviaad the "tool* approach in tha aeventh, eighth, and ninth
gradea, further atudiaa ahoutd be made to eliminate the "over
lapping" that ia found now in preaenting the aame aubject matter
every year until it became "atale" to the pupile.
Although homogenoua grouping hae been frowned upon by many
adminietratora, Engliah might be the field that would profit a
little by thia type of achedule.

Intelligence playa auch am ior-

portant part in the language program that the preaemt difficulty
could be improved acmewhat by uaing thia method juat for the
Engliah claaaed.
The touchera of Engliah are certainly in the "limelight"
theae daya for what they have NOT taught the average high achool
graduate.

Articlea in the papere and magasinea continually atreaa

the lack of "reading and writing" in the achool ayatema. Touchera
of Engliah should accept thia challenging problem and atart to
make Engliah a "wanted" aubject inatead of a "required" one.

With

a change of attitude on the part of the student# and a change of
attitude on the part of the teachers to make the methods of teaching
English more realistic, the student of tomorrow could apeak and
write the mother tongue to satisfy all the critics.
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Fonrth Grade Teacher#
Jan* 28.

I A paragraph "Why I Like
**Vhy I Like

or Dielike to ReadStorie#"
or Dielike to doGrammar

Study**

Try to have the children etate clearly their idea#, ae
I wieh to nee thie information in making up the
queetionnaire•
Feb* 25. II

Queetionnaire.

1 ehall prepare and give to you to

give to the children.
Feb. 4, III
Mar. 4.

SRA Junior Inventory — Fourth Grade

IV Paragraph#

The Teacher I Didn't Like
The Teacher I Liked the Beat
The Teacher From Whom I Learned the Moat

Along with thie material epecific to the Englieh field,
I hope to obtain information about the etudente* attitude in general;
atudente* reaction# to teacher#, and teaching in general.
Thank you for thie wonderful help.

I meed your fine

cooperation to trace the changea in the attitude# of etudente
from the 4 through the 7, 9, 11 grade#•
Mr#. France# Martimeon
Aehlamd Bigh School
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Seventh Grade Teacher#
AN INQUIET INTO THE ATTITUDE OP HICK SCHOOL STUDENTS TOWARD ENGLISH
Jam. 2S.

I

A paragraph er theme "Why I Like or Dialike to Bead
Storie* for Emgliah Claee"
A theme "Why I Like or Diolike to do Emglieh Grammar"
Try, if possible, to have the otmdenta make definite
statements as I wish to nse these ideas in making
np a qnestionnaire.

Feb. 25.

II

Questionnaire.

I shall prepare and give to yon to

give to the students.
Feb. 4.

Ill

SEA Tenth Inventory (Junior High Supplement)
Attitude Seale

Mar. 4.

IV

Theme or paragraph "The Best Liked Class and the
Worst Class I Have Ever Bed"
Another one "The Teacher I Liked Best"
"The Best Teacher I Ever Had"
Along with this material specific to the English

field, I hope to obtain information about the students' attitude
in general; students' reactions to teachers, and teaching in
general.
Thank you for this wonderful help.

I need your

fine cooperation to trace the changes in the attitudes of students
from the elementary through the T, 9, 11 grades.
Mrs. Frances Martinson
Ashland High School
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TALLY SHEETS OF $TOO£3iTS* QUESTIONNAIRES
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The follovittg «tateaienta were taken from your paragraphe ou HIST I
LIKE OR DISLIKE LANGUAGE and
I LIKE OR DISLIKE TO READ STORIES.
ViII you pleaee check the etatemeute that you feel are your true
like* or dielikee? Thank you.
FOURTH GRADE STORIES

1.

Ilike te read becauae the atoriea are interacting........... 1ST

t.

Ilike to learn new werda

8.

Ilike to l e a m more about other people, animale,
worlda, and thing# ,

108

......................

129

4.

Ilike

te read becauae I want to epellb e t t e r .............

ft.

Ilike

to read when I know the w o r d # .........................109

9.

1like

te read to m y a o l f ..........

124

7*

Ilike

to read becauae it take# up t i m e ..................

49

8.

Ilike

to read becauae it helpa me to improve my reading . ,

132

9.

I like te read hard b o o k # .........

10.

89

70

If I read when I'm young, I will be a better reader when
I'm older . . . . . . . . .

...............................

131

11.

Ilike

to know what far away place# h a v e .....................127

12.

1like

te read becauae it ia fun

13.

Ilike

te read atorie# becauae

they help me with my work . •

116

14.

Ilike

to read aa I learn about thing# that I did not know *

132

1ft.

Ilike the hooka that are in our

1ft,

Idon't like to read when the word# are too hard . .........

.......................103

............
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it helpa me ia mj leaaons

1*

I like l&mga&ge

. . .

S«

IIlka to write

#.

Ilike to know how to oad aeateacea......................... 114

4.

Ilike loagBoga hooaaao 1 mao loagmago at h o m o ...........

5.

1like to improve mj writing

#.

Ilike to pat eapital lottora

..................

92

7.

Ilike ap o l l i n g ...........................................

95

8#

Ilike to learn the eorract l a a g m a g o ................

9.

1like to write eentoacae and p h r a a o a ....................

69

19.

Ilike to apeak in front of g r o m p a ................

54

11.

1like to liatem..............................................115

12.

Ilike langmage becamao it ia intoreating............

13.

1like to write l e t t e r a .................................107

14.

Ilike to prononnce c o rrectly...........................116

15.

Ilike to learn new worde

16.

Xlike to do langmage bocameo

17.

Ilike to know what to aay when I'm out among people

18.

Iwant to learn to apeak well

105

..................

123

123

97

it helpa you to talk better • 115

. .

...

. . . . . . . .

People don*t like to hear bad epeaking

20.

Lamgmage ia fun

21.

X

like to write atoriea, giro reporta

1.

I

don't like to w r i t e .............................

127
135

. . . . . . . . . .

96

.............................

94

............. 101
21

2.

Idielike language when it ia too hard................

54

3.

Xdialike language becauae it ia not i n t e r e n t i n g ...

21

X

04

........................... 117

19.

4.

118

don't like to epell
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-Ta
ft.

I doa*t Ilk# grMMUtr beeaae# ih#r# ar# too aanj things
to r o n o n h o r ..........

ft.

I don't lifco grammar heoause I ean't nadorstand it

T.
ft.

24
...

.

12

I don't liko to writ# stori##, letters andinvitations

. •

33

Writing too amch siakos ■# t i r e d .....................

ft9
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Nam#
Th# folloviug Btateaeat# ver# taken from your paragraph# on WHY I
LIKE OR DISLIKE GRAMMAR and VHT I LIKE OR DISLIKE TO READ THE
STORIES IN ENGLISH CLASS. Vill you pleaee check the etatement#
that you feel are your true opinion#? Thank you.
FIFTH GRADE READING

1.

Ilike

te read atoriea becauae they are interesting • • «

153

£•

1like

te read becauae I read well and it ia fun

....

87

3.

Ilike

to read because I l e a m new word# and how
.

133

to use t h e m .....................
4.

.

1 like te read because it helps one to use better
language in a teat

..........

.

5.

Ilike

to read out loud

6.

Ilike

te read becauae it gives me enjoyment that is

119

.....................

89

not in my every day l i f e ......................
7.

131

I like to read because I get better acquainted with the
way sentences should look andbe w r i t t e n ................Ill

8.

I like to read because of the useful information it
gives m e .................................

9.

I like to get up in front of people to read and give a
book report

..............

72

10.

Ilike

to read as it helps me with my punctuation . . . .

11.

Ilike

to read because I get better grades ia other

subjects
12.

115

...........................

115

I like to read because it helps me learn the meaning
of new words and pronunciations.

...............
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1

like te read beeaase it will help me develop mj
personality............

*

117
90

I like

toread

beoawse

it is cheap

enjoyment

15#

I like

toread

because

the stories

cover widefields of

.

14.

l i t e r a t u r e ....................................
19.

1

like to read to learn something new

89

. . . . . . . .

17.

I would like to have a reading period .

.........

18.

I like

tomake

book r e p o r t s ...............

19.

I like

toread

because

it broadens

20.

I liko

toread

because

1 get good grades

21.

I like

toread

because

it helps my

149
131

91

your mind . . . . . . 119
.

..

imagination

79
. . . . . 106

1.

I don't

liketo

read because it hurts my eyes . . . . . . 24

2.

I don't

liketo

read because I don't like to write the

questions and answers to the story
3.

........

54

I don't like to read when 1 have to break the sentence
down into the parts of speech . . . . . . . . . . . . .

54

4.

I don't

liketo

read out load . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71

5.

I don't

liketo

read in front of class

9.

1

.....

59

.

57

don't like to read a poem

7.

I don't

liketo

read a long time out l o u d ....

79

8.

I don't

liketo

read a long a s s i g n m e n t ..........

59

9.

I don't like the English stories because I like to
pick them out myself

10.

........

. . . . . . . . . . . .

I dislike to read because the words are too hard to get
the meaning

11.

52

23

I dislike to read because we are graded on our book
reports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1 don't liko to road a sot nnnbor of booko that

aro

r o q n i r o d ....................

39

13.

Idon't

liko to road booanoo I

don't read voll • • • • • •

35

14.

Idon't

liko to road booanoo I

ean't road fast • • • • • •

32

15.

Idon't

liko to road boeanoo thoro io a tino limit .

15.

Idon't

liko to road boeanoo I skip word# o f t e n ....... S3

17.

I don't liko to hear the oamo otory toldover 33time# • •

18.

Reading giroa mo a headache

19.

I don't liko to road the atorioo boeanoo I don'tget the

. .

31

98

.......................... 29

point of the o t o r y ....................

78

20.

Idon't

liko to bo laughed at when telling the otory

...

21.

Igot ocarod in front of c l a o a ............

22.

Idon't

liko to anovor qnootiono on the o t o r y ......... 53

23.

Idon't

like to bo laughed at when I make miaiakeo. . . .

24.

Reading makoo no norrouo .

47
55

Ill

.............

17

FIFTH GRADE GRAMMAR

1.

I likoto do grammar boeanoo my

2 * I liko

mother uanto no to

...

. 35

grammar boeanoo it helpa you to exprooo your

thoughto clearer

. . . . .

132

3.

I liko to do written w o r k ..............................

91

4.

I like to do grajomar oo you ow&y put thought into the
way you oay thingo

..........

5.

I liko

grammar beeauoo it holpo mo to epell bettor . . . .

5.

I like

grammar beeauoo itio f u n ........................ 88
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T«

I like grammar because we do different things in
learning it . . . . . .

. ..........

. . . . . . . .

8.

X like grammar

#.

I like to do apostrophes, singular and plural nouns . . .

10.

I like graimaar

because it helps me improve my speaking

100

• 132
43

because it will he|p am get a good job

when I grew u p ......................................... 130
11.

Ilike grammar because proper speech helps me mix with
any g r o u p ..........

100

12.

1 like grammar

becausethe teacher keeps me interested

13.

I like grasHsar

because it

14.

Xlike te pick out subjects, predicates, adjectives,

is easy for m e ........

and adverbs............................................
10.

72
71

43

Ilike to speak the correct language so that people
won't laugh at me . . . . . . .

.......................141

13.

^like to write letters

17.

Xlike grasssar when there is a contest between the girls
and boys

.............

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18,

Xlike to diagram

10,

Xthink grammar is a roundabout way to get someone to
speak better

20.

.

.... .

.............

. . . . . .

120

130
21

................................... 109

Xlike gramm ar because it will help me in every day
l i f e ................................................... 119

21.

Ilike grasesar because the teachers have insisted on
good gramsaar in my early years

.................

22.

Ilike grammar as it will help me in a foreign

language

23.

Good grammar shows intelligence . . . . . . . . . . . . .

24.

Ilike to look up words in the dictionary .

..........
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52
. 125
132
93

•ITS5«

English 1» th« world language and we should know how to
speak i t * . ........

20*

.

.

101

X like to know how some words are formed from ether
words

* .................. 105

2T*

I like grammar because I want te use good English

. . . . 126

28.

Grammar improves the vocabulary

29.

Hy occupation will depend upon a good education and

. . . . . . . . . . .

English grammar is important to a good education . . . .
30.

I like grammar because I get good grades .

.

.

.

31.

Grammar helps me to take disappointments better

32.

I dislike grammar because we do the same things year

.

.

. • • • .

after y e a r ..............................

109

126
35
7T

33

33.

Idislike

grammar because I have to think toe hard . . . .

20

34.

Idislike

grammar because there are too many rules . . . .

32

35.

Idislike

grammar because I do not do it well

• • . . « •

32

35.

Idislike

grammar because it is boring . . . . . . . . . .

46

37.

Idislike

grams*ar because I know how to write and speak

correctly already
38.

............................

13

I dislike grammar because it won't do yon much good when
o l d e r ..........

8

39.

Idislike

grasnsar because you have to write so much

...

40*

Idislike

grammar because I don't understand it

41.

Idislike

grammar because we HAVE to learn it

. . . . . .

20

42.

I dislike grammar because it is h a r d ....................

18

43.

I dislike grammar because I didn't learn it well when

• . . • •

in the g r a d e s ..............
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24

20
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44, I éon*t like grameer keeamee it i# not interesting • • . • 30
45,

I don't write well

40.

I think grammar seem# n e e l e s s ......................

47,

I don't like grammar becanse I don't see the good in

00

knowing what a moon, werb, or parts of speech is . . , .
48,

1 don't like grammar becanse I get c o n f u s e d ........... 89

49,

I don't like grammar becanse I don't see where the
awerage person will notice the commas etc, in a letter •

50,

1 think the parts of speech are boring

62.

1

. . . . . . . . .

. .

.

. . . . . . . . . . .. .

11

X dislike grammar when the teacher keeps going over what
I already know . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

00

I dislike grammar becanse 1 don't remember the parts of
speech when I am talking

...................

20

I dislike grammar becanse we poke along and stay too
long on one thing

50.

39

dislike grammar becanse it will not help yon as yon
get older........

65,

12

, , , .........................

51,

54.

21

1 don't like te do grammmar because it is too hard and
complicated

53,

10

,

.....................

4

The grammar becanse I don't remember the parts and the
tests are toe t r i c k y ...................................
.

20

57.

Grammar is snch a dry subject

.....................

58.

% get confused when I underline the words

59.

Farming hasn't anything to do with English grammar . , • .

47

00,

I don't like tests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

08

01.

Yon don't nse half the things yon learn when yon grow np .

21

.

40

............ 40
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62.

1 don*t lik# to memorize

$3»

I don't

79-

..................

57

like to be celleddown when in themiddle of e

eentenee • • • • • • •
make# me

..........

• • . • • •

.............

04.

Grammar

05.

Ten forget it ae moon aejon get ont ofe e h o o l ............
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Hamê
Th# following mtatememt* v#r# taken from jour paragraphe en %h(Y
I LIKZ Oa DISLIEE GHAIiMÂR and WHY I LIEE OR DISLIKE TO READ THE
STORIES IN ENGLISH CLASS « Will yon pleaee cheek the etatememte
that yon feel are your true opinion#? Thank yon.
SIXTH GRADE READING

1«

I like te read etoriee beeanee they are interacting • • • 116

8.

I like to read beeanee I read veil and it ie fnn

3.

I like to read beeanee I learn new vorde and how te
..................

nee then
4.

. . . .

teet

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5.

I like to read ont lend

6.

I like te read beeanee it givee me enjoyment that ie

shonid look and be written

. . . . . . .

..........

105

I like to get np in front of people to read and give a
book report

. . . . . .

.

.

.

. .

............

10.

I like to read ae it helpa me vith my ponetnation . . . .

11.

I like to read beeanee I get better grade# in other
enbjeete

.....................................

36
51

8®

I like to read beeanee it help# me learn the meaning of
new vorde and

13.

68

I like to read beeanee of the ueeful information it
givee me

18.

88

I like te read beeanee 1 get better aeqnainted with the
vay eenteneee

0.

88

74

not in my everyday life » . ........................ . .

8.

87

I like te read beeanee it help# one to nee better
lamgnage in a

7.

75

prononciation#

. . . . . . . . . .

90

I like to read beeanee it will help me develop my
pereonality

. . . . . . . .

..........................
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I4«

I lik#

t«r#ad

becavs#ii la cheap

enjoyment . . . . . . 55

15.

I like

teread

beeaneethe atoriea

cover vide fielda

ef literature

..................

83

15.

I like te read to l e a m aomething new

... . . . . . .

IT.

I would like to have a reading period

18.

I like

tomake

book reporta

19.

I like

toread

becauaeit broaden#

80.

I like

toread

becauaeI get good grade#

81.

I like

toread

becauaeit helpa my

118
101

......

jonr mind . . . . . . . 80
. . . . . . 48

imagination • • • . . . 79

1.

I don't like

to read becauae it hurta my eyea

8.

I don't like

to read becauae I don't like to write the

. . . . . .

queation# and ana ver# to the at o r y ............... ..
3.

15

40

I don't like to read when I have to break the aentence
down into the parte of apeech

4.
5.

38

I don't like
1

don't like

................ 47
................. 49

to read out loud

to read in front of c l a a a ................

58
37

8.

I don't like

to read a poem

7.

I don't like

to read a long time out loud

. . . . . . . .

88

8.

I don't like

to read a long aasignment . . . . . . . . . .

53

9*

I don't like the English atoriea becauae I like to
pick them out myaolf

10.

................

48

X dialike to read becauae we are graded on our book
reporta

11.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.............................

. . . . . . .

18

I dialike to read becauae the word# are too hard toget
the meaning

..............
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12»

Idon't liko to road a met anoiber of books that aro
r o q n i r o d ............

47

13.

Idon't

liko

to read becamao 1

don't road moll . • . • •

18

14.

Idon't

liko

to road boeanoo I

can't read fast . . . . .

IT

15.

Idon't liko

16.

Idon't

to road becamao thore ia a tino limit . . .

like to read becamao I

....

13

IT,

I don't like to hear the name story told over 33 times •

103

18.

Reading gives me a headache

19.

I don't like to read the stories becamao I don't get
the point of the story

akip worda often

24

• « . . . ................

13

. . . . . . . . . . . .

14

20.

Idon't like to bo lamghed at vhon tolling the story . .

86

21.

Igot scared ia front of claaa

43

...................

22.

I don't like to answer qmostions on the story

23.

I don't like to be lamghed at when 1 make mistakes

24.

Reading makes me nervems • •

. . . . .

54

...

. . . . . . . .

84
10

SIXTH GRADE GRAMMAR
1.

Ilike to do grammar becanse my mother wants me to • . .

2.

Iliko grammar becamao it helps you to express your
thoughts clearer .

.

.

.

.

.

.

8.

Ilike to do written w o r k ................

4.

Iliko to do grammar so you may pat thought into the
way you say things

.

I liko grammar because it helps me to spell bettor

6.

I liko grammar because it ia f u n .................

7.

1

58
61

........................

5.

15

60
...

T3

32

liko graamiar because we do different things in
learning it

. . . . . . . . .
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I lik# grammar beea*»# it help# me inprer# my «peaking

. •

84

0.

1 like ie da apoatrephes, aingular and plural noua#

. •

£T

.

80

10«

•

I like grammar became# it mill help me get a good job
«hem X grew m p

11.

I like grammar beeamse proper «peech help# me mix eith
any g r o u p .............. ..............................

12.

I like grammar became# the teacher keep# me iatereeted

13.

I like grammar became# it ia eaey for m e . . . . . . . .

14.

I like to pick out embjecte, predicate#, adjective# aad
adverb#

15.

. ,

.

83
37
20

20

I like to apeak the correct lamgmage #o that people vom*t
lamgh at m e ............. ................... ..........

18,

I................ like to write l e t t e r #

IT.

I like grammar whem there i# a comteet between the girl#

90

.

00

and boy#
18.

I

19.

I

60
like to diagram

....

27

think grammar i# a romndabomt way to get #(weone to
«peak better

. . . . .

20.

I like grammar became# it will help me in every day life .

21.

I

73
75

like grammar beeamee the teacher# have ineieted on
32

22.

I like grammar a# it will help me in a foreign language .

91

23.

Good grammar ehow# intelligence

87

24.

Ilike to look np word# in the dictionary

25.

Englieh i# the world lamgmage and we ehoald knew how to

.

good grammar in my early y e a r # .......... ..............

. . . . . . .

..........

. . . . . . .

72

•peak i t .................... ............................ 113
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26*

Ilike to fcaew hew cone vorde are formed from other
w o r d s ................

47

27.

Ilike gremmer beeawee I want to wee good English . . .

90

28.

Grammar improves the vooabnlary...........

71

29.

My oeewpatioa will depend mpoa a good edacatioa aad
English grammar is important to a good edacatioa

. .

30.

Ilike grammar becanse I get good grades

. . . . . . .

31.

Grammar helps mme to take disappointments better . . . .

32.

Idislike grammar becanse we do the same things year

83
28
48

after y e a r .........................................

38

33.

Idislike

grammar becanse I have to think tee hard

. .

27

34.

Idislike

grammar becanse there are too many rales

. .

38

35.

Idislike grammar becanse I do not do it w e l l .........

41

30.

Idislike grammar becanse it is b o r i n g ..............

53

37.

Idislike grammar becanse I know how to write aad speak
correctly already . . . . .

38.

........................

14

1dislike grammar becanse it won't do yon mnch good
when elder

. . . . . .

9

39.

Idislike

grammar becanse yon have to write so amch . •

35

40.

Idislike

grammar becanse 1 don't naderstand it . . .

.

36

41.

1dislike

grammar becanse we HAVE to learn it . . . .

.

28

42.

Idislike grammar becanse it is hard

43.

1dislike grammar becanse I didn't learn it well ia
the fifth grade

.

.............

........................

44 .

Idon't like grammar becanse it is not interesting

45 .

Idon't write well

..........
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86

35
. .

54
53

—

40*
47.

Ithink grammar •••ma n a a l ^ a a ..........................

17

I don't lik* grammar beeanaa I don't ••• tha good in
. •

&9

48.

I don't Ilka grammar baeanaa I gat e o n f n a a d ...........

63

49.

I don't lika grammar baeanaa 1 don't aaa whara tha

knowing what a noun, verb, or parta of spaech ia

awaraga paraon will notiea tha eoaumaa ate. in a
latter
60.

..........

. . . . . . . . .

S3

Idon't lika to do grammar baeanaa it la too hard
and eomplieatad....................

32

51,

Ithink tha parta of apaach are b o r i n g ...............

52.

Idialika gruamar baeanaa it will not halp yon aa yon
gat aldar

63.

. . . . . . . . . .

............

..........

97

Idialika grammar baeanaa wa poke along and atay too
long on one thing .

66.

60

Idialika grammar baeanaa I don't ramamtaar tha parta of
apaaeh wham I'm talking .

65*

10

1dialika grammar whan tha taaehar kaapa going over
what I already know

54.

39

................

41

1dialika grammar baeanaa I don't remember tha parta,
tha taata ara too triefcy

..........

40

. . . . . . . .

37

57.

Grammar ia anch a dry anbjaet

68 .

Igat eonfnaad wham I nndavlina tha worda

59.

farming haan't anything to do with Engliah grammar

90.

Xdon't lika taata

91.

Ton don't naa half tha thinga yon laarn whan yon grow
np

..........
• •

.............................

............................................
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38
77

31

-6662*

I dea't lik* to M a o r i s * ..................

23.

S don't lik* t* b* callod doom whom in th* aiddl* of
« nonton** . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52

..........

71

............................

28

54.

Craaa&r aako* a* norronn

55.

Ton forgot it as noon an yon got ont of nchool. . . . .
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Th# folloving «tatememte ver# taken from jour paragraphs on WHY I
LIKE OK DISLIKE QKAMMAS and WHY I LIKE OB DISLIKE TO READ THE
STORIES IN ENGLISH CLASS. Will jon pleas# check th# #tatem#nta
that jov feel are yonr t m # opinions? Thank yon.
SEVENTH GRADE READING
1.

Ilik#

t# read stories because they are interesting . . .

166

Ê.

Ilike

to read because I read well and it is fun

....

68

8.

Ilike

to read because I learn nev vords and hov to

use them
4.

I like to read because it helps one to use better
language ia a t e s t ......................

74

...................

5.

Ilike

to read out loud

6.

Ilike

to read because it gives me enjoyment that is

not in my every day life
7.

.

...................

. . . . .

......................................

125

I liko to get up in front of people to read and give a
book r e p o r t ......................

33

10.

Ilike

to read as it helps mo vith my punctuation . . . .

11.

Iliko

to read because I get better grades in other

subjects
12.

77

I like to read because of the useful information it
gives mo

0.

Ill

I like to read because I get better acquainted vith
the vay sentences should look andbe vritten

8.

70

. . . . . . . . . . .

..........

. . . . . .

68

67

I like to read because it helps me l e a m the meanings
of nev words, and pronunciations .

................
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1 lik* t* read b*ea«a* ii will help me derelep my
personality..................

69

14.

I like

teread

because

it ia cheap e n j o y m e n t ..

15.

I like

toread

because

the stories cower wide fields

of literature......................
16.

68

89

I like to read to learn something n e w ..........

. . .

139

IT.

I would like to hare a reading period .

18.

I like

tomake

book r e p o r t s .......................

57

19.

I like

toread

because

it broadens your m i n d ..

77

50.

I like

toread

because

I get good g r a d e s ......

48

51.

I like

toread

because

it helps my i m a g i n a t i o n .

85

................137

1.

I don't

liketo

read because it hurts my e y e s ....

S.

I don't

liketo

read because I don't liketowrite

the questions and answers to the s t o r y
3.

. .

S5

57

I don't like to read when I have to break the sentence
down into the parts of speech

. . . . . . . . . .

87

4.

I don't

liketo

read out l o u d ..............

90

5.

I don't

liketo

read in front of c l a s s ..........

97

6.

I don't

liketo

read a poem

55

7.

X don't

liketo

read a long time out loud

8.

I don't

liketo

read a long a s s i g n m e n t ..........

9.

I don't like the English stories because I like to
pick them out myself. .

10.

............

...... 116

.............................

76

68

X dislike te read because the words are too hard to
get the meaning

...........................
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ll ,

I dimllk# to road boeanao vo aro graded on our book
report#

12.

......................

10

I don't like to read a aet number of book# that are
required

........ ..................

. . . . . .

67

13.

Idon't

like to read beeauae I don't read well

14.

Idon't

liko to read beeauae X ean't read f a a t ....

15.

Idon't

like to read becauae there ia a time limit

16.

Idon't

like to read beeauae I akip word# o f t e n ....

17.

Idon't

like to hear the aam# atory told over 33 time#

13.

Reading give# mo a h e a d a c h e ........................

19.

I don't like to read the atoriea beeauae I don't get the
point of the atory

. . .

• • • .

•

36

26
...

38

23
. 127
18

.......................

20.

Idon't

like to bo laughed at when telling theatory

21.

Iget acared in front of claaa

22.

Idon't

like to anawer qnoationa on the a t o r y ......

23.

Idon't

like to be laughed at when I make miatakea

24.

Reading make# me herwoua

10

.

.

...............

. . . . . . . .

77
61

77
...

...............

109
25

SEVENTH GRADE OIUMIAR
1.

I like to

do grammar beeauae my mother want# me to

2.

I liko grammar beeauae it helpa you to expreas your
thought# clearer

...

................................. 123

3.

I like to

do written work .

4.

I like to

do grammar ao you may put thought into the

...........................

way you aay t h i n g a ..............
5.

11

I like grammar becauae it helpa me to apell better
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76

100

...

87

— Wü—

............. 58

8.

Ilik# gramm&r b#c&a##

T*

1lik# grammar becaas# we de different thing# in
learning it

it i# fan

..........

8T

B.

Ilike grammar because it help# me improve my speaking • . 137

9.

Ilike to do apostrophes,

10#

Ilike grasnsar because

singular and plural nouns

..................

122

Xlike grammar because proper speech helps me mix with
any g r o u p .....................................

84

12.

Ilike grasssar becausethe teacher keeps me interested

13.

Ilike grasssar because

14.

Ilike to pick out subjects, predicates, adjectives,
and adverbs

15.

44

it will help me get a good job

when I grow up . . . . .
11.

.. .

.

.

.

. .

50

it is easy for m e ................ 48

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

57

Ilike to speak the correct language so that people
won't laugh at m e ...................................... 130

16.

Ilike to write letters

17.

Ilike grammar when there is a contest between the
girls and boys

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

92

........................

18.

Ilike to d i a g r a m .............................

19.

Ithink grammar is a roundabout way to get someone to

99
54

speak b e t t e r ............................................. 90
80.

Ilike grammar because it will help me in everyday life

21.

Ilike grummwr because the teachers have insisted on

. 131

good grasnsar in my early y e a r s ........................ 38
22.

Ilike grammar as it will help me in a foreign language

.

74

23.

Good grammar shows intelligence

........................

136
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24«

1 lik# t# look «P vords in the dictionary

25.

Eaglieh in the world laagti&ge and we ehonld knew how to
•peak it

20.

I

. . . . . . .

90

.............................................

99

like to know how nemo word* are formed from other
word* .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

27.

I

28.

Grammar improve* the T o e a b n l a r j..................

29.

My occupation will depend upon a good education and

.

80

like grammar becatt** 1 want to nso good Englioh . . . . 126

Englioh grammar i* important to a good education

98

...

106

30.

I like grammar became* I get good grade*

. . . . . . . .

40

31.

Grammar help* me to take disappointments better . . . . .

40

32.

1

dioliko grasmar because we do the same thing* year
after y e a r ....................................

36

33.

Idioliko

grammar because I haw* to think too hard

...

15

34.

Idislike

grammar because there are too many rules

...

49

35.

Idislike

grammar because 1 do not do it well . . . . . .

56

36.

Idislike

grammar because it is boring

52

87.

Idislike

grammar because I know how to write and speak

. . . . . . . . .

correctly already .......................................
38.

I

12

dislike grammar because it won't do you much good
when older

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30

39.

Idislike

grammar because you have to write so much . . .

40.

Idislike

grammar because X don't understand it . . . .

41.

Idislike

g r a m a r because we HAVE to learn i t ............

42.

Idislike

grammar because it is hard

..................
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44
17

27

43 .

I disllk* grammar because I didn't learn it well wbem
in the g r a d e s ................ .....................

44.

1

don't like grammar

because

45.

I

don't write w e l l ........... ........... ..

46.

I think grammar seems useless

47*

I

. £7

it is not interesting

63

....................« 15

don't like grasomar because I don't see the good in
knowing what a noun, werb, or parts of speech is

. . •

48.

I

don't like grammar

because

Iget c o n f u s e d ......

49.

I

don't like grammar

because

Idon't see wherethe

average person will notice the commas etc. in a letter.
60.

I

......................

I

52.

I dislike grammar because it will not help you as you

think the parts of speech are b o r i n g .........

get older

............................

45

I dislike grammar when the teacher keeps going over what
50

I dislike graaraar because I don't remember the parts of
speech when I am talking
I

.......................

44

dislike grammar because we poke along and stay too
long on one t h i n g .....................................

66.

24

9

I already k n o w .......... ........ ....................

65,

48

24

51.

54.

41

don't like to do grammar because it is too hard and
complicated

69.

. . .61

29

The grammar because I don't remember the parts and the
tests are too t r i c k y .................................

44

57.

Grammar is such a dry s u b j e c t ..........................

45

58.

I

......

31

59.

Farming hasn't anything to do with English grammar

...

36

get confused when 1 underline the words
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GO,

1 doB*t like t e a t s ..................

59

Gl,

Tom don't ### half the things

56

62,

I don't like to m e m o r i z e .................................

63,

I don't like to be called down when in the middle of a

70m

learn when you grow mp .

se n t e n c e ................................... .. ..........

45

64

64,

Grammar makes me

................................

44

65,

Tom forget it as soon as yon get omt ofschool . . . . . .

45
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Nam#____________________
Tit# followimg #t#t#m#mt# v#r# taken from jour paragraph# on
WHY 1 LIKE OB DISLIKE GBAMMAB and WHY I LIKE OB DISLIKE TO BEAD
THE STORIES IN ENGLISH CLASS. Will yon pleas# check the state
ment# that yon feel are year t m e opinions? Thank you.

NINTH GRADE LITERATURE

1.

I

like the literature because it is a change fromthe
g r a m m a r ...................................

2.

I

01

like to learn about different people, places, and
broaden my knowledge

.............. .............. 05

9.

I

like to know about the famous authors* l i v e s ...... 30

4.

I

like literature because I think the stories are
interesting . . . .

5.

102

I like literature because ve read a variety of plays,
poems, short stories

0.

..............................

. . • • •

•••

60

I like literature because I cun forget my worries and
problems in a good story

...............07

7.

Ilike

to read because I want to add to my vocabulary . . 57

8.

Ilike

to give book reports in front of class . . . . . .

9.

Ilike

to read out loud

10.

Ilike

to read about the happiness and sorrow of the

..................... 48

characters in a book
11.

80

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

19

I like literature because reading stories are edu
cational

13.

............

I like the questions because they help me see the
things that I have overlooked .

12.

18

. . . . . . . . . . .

I like questions at the end if not too many . . . . . . .
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14.

I Ilk* ih« library u n i t .........................

15.

Ilike to diacnee the story in c l a s s ....................... 71

16.

Ilike to read for e n j o y m e n t ..............................

17.

Ilike to read because I want the informationit gives
me

56

..............

44

18.

Ilike to read the non—fiction stories

19.

Ilike to express myself in making bookreports

20.

I think discussion of the story would be better than
answering the questions . . . . .

1.

............ 79
............28

....................... 69

I don't like literature because I do not understand
the s t o r i e s ............

2.

Idon't

13

like literature because I do not like to

answer the questions at the end of the
3.

120

1don't

story

. . . . . .

58

like literature because I think the stories

are uninteresting and boring

.............. . . . 2 0

4.

I don't like to be forced to r e a d ..............

5.

I don't like to take testa at the end of the story.
ruins the enjoyment of the story

. . . . . . .

77
It

.........110

6.

I don't like to give book reports in front of class. . . .

87

7.

1 don't enjoy the p o e t r y ............

53

8.

I don't like to read out l o u d ..................

56

9.

Reading makes me nervous

...............................9

10.

I don't like to learn the facts about the a u t h o r s ......... 59

11.

I can't remember the details because I don't concen
trate

12.

Idon't

................

....

like to write book r e p o r t s ....................
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13.

There le too orach literature and not enough grammar . . . 10

14.

Idon't read f a s t ...........

19.

My mind vandera when I r e a d ............................... 27

16.

When I am mad I don't like to r e a d ....................... 33

IT.

I am bored with lota of my achool w o r k ............

................... T1

.

.

61

NI3T3 GRADE GRAMMAR
1.

Ilike English greauoar as it will help me make friend#
and get a job

...............................

2.

Ilike grammar when the teacher helps me

. . . . . . . .

3*

1like English grammar becamse it extends beyond the
classroom

60
56

48

4.

I like grammar because it will aid me in my life's work .

6.

I like grammar because it will help meto writea report

74

correctly...............................
6*

Ilike grammar because I want to speak correctly so that
I might make a good impression

7.

39

Xlike grammar because I want to know how to express my
. . . . . . .

.............

68

Iwant to know grammar bedause it is necessary to get a
job

10.

81

..................................

thoughts in different ways
9.

. . . . . . .

Ilike grammar because I feel that I am accomplishing
an end

8.

........

.

................................

Xlike grammar because we learn to write a letter
c o r r e c t l y ............................................... 55

11.

Graaraar helps you to give a speech in front of class
and not be afraid .

......................
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12.

I Ilk* graan&r beeaas* I vaat to learn more a* I never
had ameh in the grad#*

13.

..........

. . . .

...

25

I think V* ehonld have nor* spelling beeans* it is
practical and needed

. . . . . . . . . . . .

64

I like

grammar

because

I

like p u n c t u a t i o n

15.

I like

grammar

because

I

like te vrite letters. . . . . 34

16.

13

.

14.

I like grammar because it helps one to have a better
personality and social acceptance

myself . . . . . .

.........................

. . . . .

18.

I like to do work orally

IB.

I think penmanship should be taught in high school
English

20.

I like

21*I like
22.

42

. . . . . . . . .
grammar

38

.........

because

I

...
think it is fun

grammar because ve need it for an education

...

23,

I don't

1.

I don't

like to hear
like grammar

.........................

32
60

1

40

a person say "ain't**or "he done"• 62
vhea the others knovmore than I

d o . . . ............................. ..............

3.

77

I like grammar because I meed grammar for a foreign
language . . . . . . . . . .

2.

67

I like grammar because I like to figure things out for

.

17.

............

24

don't

like grammar

when ve have to diagram sentences.60

I don't

like grammar

because there is toomuch drill

over the same thing that you have had year in and
year out
4.

....... .

.

................... ..

I dislike grammar because I don't understand it

....
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% dlslifc* grmatÊAT b«c»a«« I think it in # lot of

SO

......................
6«

Z dioliko creuuBor hocanso I don't like to tell the
parte of epcoeh

........................

31

7.

Z dioliko grammar hoeonoo X can't remember the raleo • •

8.

Grammar vonld be more latereoting if new ways to teach
it were n e e d ................ .. ......................

#.

63

I dioliko grammar beeanoe I don't like to look np words
in the dictionary and hare qniozeo

10.

40

0

I dioliko grammar ao there is too maeh emphasis on
things wo don't need

34

11.

If we haws to l o a m grammar why mot something new? . . .

12.

Idon't like grammar becavoo yon get poor grades tdien

48

the teacher crams it down yonrt h r o a t ...............

26

13.

Idioliko graxmmar because it is hard for me to learn . .

38

14.

Idislike

44

15.

Idislike grammar because I don't think we need

grammar because it is uninteresting

grammar in high school

. . . . .

....................

9

16.

Ican't see anything wrong with "ain't"

. . . . . . . .

25

17.

Idon't think we should HAVE to take English . . . . . .

80

18.

Idon't like to do work o r a l l y .........................

33

19.

Idislike grammar because there is too much writing

. .

25

20.

Zdislike grammar because it makes me strain my brain

.

11

81.

Idon't like to be rushed or get behind in my work . . .

22.

Z haws trouble with verbs, adjectives, nouns, adverbs,
emd pronouns

..........
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64

#*
S3.

Grammar achool Ibgliah ia different from high achool
Engliah

24,

..........

. . . . . . . . . . . .

• • « . . ............

31

28.

% think high achool Emgliah abould mot be required

ST.

The grammar aaeigamemta are too l o n g .................

28.

I don't like grammar aa there iam't emomgh claaa
diacmaeiom

. . . . . . . . .

...

. . . . . .

31
31

28

I don't like grammar beeamae 1 don't get good gradea in
i t .....................................................

30.

14

Va learm ta apeak Spamlah im two yeara, #hy mot
Emgliah

29*

28

% dialika grammar beeamae I aea me meed for grammar im
the fmture

25.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21

I don't like grammar beeamae there ia too orach tine
apemt om i t .

..............
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The fallowing
war* taken from year paragraphs an WMÏ I
LIKE OR DISLIKE ORAMMAR and WHT I LIKE OR DISLIKE LITERATURE. Will
y an please cheek the statements that yon feel are yonr t m e opinions?
Thank yen.
ELEVENTH GRADE LITERATURE gUESTIONNAiRE
1.

£•

I like to laarn abont people and problems of other times . 58
1

like to notice the characteristics in writing of the
different anthers

• • • • • •

..........

. . . . . .

Ê1

3.

I like to read short s t o r i e s ..............

. . . . . .

107

4.

Im English class wo read worthwhile stories and learn
abont worthwhile anthers

. . . . . . . . . . .

5.

Ehglish class is the only time I have for reading

6.

I like the literatnre better than the grusnar

7.

I think some of the stories are interesting

8.

I like to read became* it is broadening and keeps me
well infonmed

0.
10.

...

. . . . . .

....

23

. . . . . .

81

. . . . . . .

77

... .

..

61

It builds np my voeabnlary.....................

74

I enjoy knowing how my ancestors wrote and what they
were important for

11.

..

50

......................

2

I like class discussion of poetry, short stories,
essays, etc.............................

12.

I like to know the famous writers in our literatnre

13.

I like to remember clever expressions and interesting

14.

...

39

descriptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

56

I wouldn't find time to read if we didn't have literature
in school

.....................
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Ilik* to kooom* iat*r*st*d omd feel as if 1 aa ik*r*
vitk th* character*

15.

...............................

Boadiag relaxes and calms me deem so I look forward to
English Class . . . . . . .

IT.

1,

. . .

Ilike to read th* Reader** Digest

. . . . . .

24

................

58

. . . . . . . . . .

109

Idon't car* for Shakespeare «wad th* poetry part of
literature

2.

...........

Ilik* the educational stories as veil as the ones for
p l e a s n r * ............

18,

54

. . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

64

Ithink literature for teen-agers should he stories
about present day events and modern authors . . . . . .

8.

Some long stories are boresome

4.

There should be more modern stories about sports and
adventures

. . . . . .

.................

49
46

...........................

5.

Idon't like the tests over vhat vo have to read

6.

Assignments are too long

7.

Xworry about the book reports and t e s t s

.

62

8.

Idon't like to have to study a s t o r y

.

74

9.

I don't like the old time authors

10.

....

61
54

...........

10

............

36

I don't like to make oral reports on the stories I
have read

............

66

11.

I don't like to make written reports

.................

12.

I don't like to read orally . . . . . . . . . . . . .

49

13.

I don't like the stories in our literature book . . . . .

12

14.

I can't read very w e l l ................

22
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All re&diag for Engliohelooo ehonld

bodoneduring

*1*00 t i n * ................... ......................... 63
16.

Idon't lik* to roadbeeauso I ttade up my mind tb«t it
va*

a vaoto of t i n * .......... ........................

It.

1road olovly

18.

Storioo aro repeated from one year to the n e x t ....... ..

10.

Literatnre obonld be mixed up - not all Ameriean one

SO.

...................

year, Englieh the next.

World Literatnre vonld be

more educational

......................

42
28

51

X don't like to read vhat oomeone eloe has picked out
for me to read . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

21.

My mind wanders when I am reading

22.

I don't like poetry

42

. . . . . . . . . . . .

42

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52

ELEVENTH CEABE O R M Ü A B
1.

I think penmanship should he taught in English class . . .

2.

X need correct punctuation

3.

X need writing correct sentences . . . . .

4.

Grammar is helpful to speak correctly

5.

Grammar is helpful ia getting a j o b .......................82

6.

I meed spelling but forget the words the next week . . . .

7.

X think to prtmouaee words correctly and to speak
clearly are important

............................... 45
..............

28

. . . . . . . . . .

75

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8.

Grammar helps you to know the principles of grammar

9.

We should have more grasmar; it is the most important
subject in school

60

. . . . . .

............

28

97

...

39

. . . . . .

10
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10.

I

11.

X think grnuBnr nhonld be taught for juot individual

lik* Emgllmh graaoiar

veaknosaea . . . . . .

......................

..........

. . . . . . . .

17

48

12.

X *nJo7 outlining

13.

There ahould be more written vork

14.

Graaoaar helpa me with a foreign l a n g u a g e .................. 22

15.

I haven't had enough grammar to liko or dialike it . . .

16.

I like graanaar if not too much at any one tiaie............ 50

17.

Ilike to aet a goal for myaelf and try to meet

................

Grammar given me that challenge
18.

. . . . . . . . . . . .

12

• 11

it.

. . . . . . . . .

10

Engliah grammar would be more intereating if it had
variety

10.

13

..........

31

Grammar ia mead all through life ao it ia neceaaary in
the aehoola

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

68

20.

Engliah

grammar ia eaayform e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

36

21.

We need

more a p e l l i n g ................................

24

22.

A

23.

Ilike letter w r i t i n g ............

28

24.

Imeed lota of time to learn grammar

32

25.

Grammar ahould be taught ia the junior year to the eaea

good Engliah grammar teacher In the gradea iaimportant.82

who want to use it; otherwiae the others will never
learm it anyway because they
26.

Grammar

ia fun

don'twant to

.............. 38

...........

16

1.

Idon't understand g r a m m a r ..........

35

2.

1do not like diagramming

44

.

..............
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I #** BO Qse for adjective*, adverb a, eonjaBCtioaa
when I get elder . .

4.

..........

...

..

...

36

I dislike grasHser becamse it is the same thing year in
and year eut) nothing new im the subject or way of
teaching ...................................
. . . . . . . .

40

. . . • •

5

5.

Grammar is tiresome

6.

Grammar is tanght differently by different teachers and
yon get mixed n p . . . . .

7.

............

10.

. . . . .

haveenough while

72

1 don't like to do oral work

in theg r a d e s .............. 47
. . . . . . . . . . . .

64

I can't see where grammar is going to help yon in every
day l i f e ................ ..............................

11.

50

Grammar is hard for me because I did not learn it well
and did not

8.

. . . . . .

I don*t understand the verbs — transitive and intransi
tive . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8.

..........

. . . . . .

20

Why can't the student who understands grammar already do
something else?

12.

24

I don't see any sense to grammar because people don't
talk like a

walkingEnglishgrammarb o o k ..............

17

13.

I dislike grammar because there is no fun in grammar . . .

IS

14.

I don't like grammar because I get poor grades . . . . . .

15

16.

I

don't like to have grammar shoved down my throat . . . .

43

15.

I

don't like to memorize the rules . . . . . . . . . . . .

39

17.

Grammar is taught too fast .

.......................

18.

I

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

don't like to write themes
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then jouager X didn't think it inportaat so do not know
what I should k n o w ..........

20.

Grammar can he too complicated .....................
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APPENDIX C
LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO GRADUATES
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Name

________________
QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE CRAOJATES OF ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL

I. Di4 JOB like te read the etoriee in the literature heek?_
2«

Did JOB like te read the hooka that were reqaired for the
hook reporte?

8«
4.

Bid JOB prefer short stories to the long Bovele?_
If JOB are in college » has the literature background
helped you?

0«

Did JOB take English four?•>

6 . If JOB are not in college, has the literature background
helped you?
T.

Did JOB like literature better than grammar?.

8 . Bas a knowledge of authors helped jou enjoj the radio and
television better?______________________________________
#.

Do JOB read as much as job did or has the radio and T. Y.
replaced this?

10.

Has the grMumar job learned been useful to you?

H ow?

11.

Do JOB think that speaking and writing correctly has helped
JOB im jour college work?

12.

It has not helped you in your college work?

18.

If not in college has your ability to express yourself
correctly helped you im getting or retaining a job?__

14.

It has not helped you in your work

15.

Bas the letter writing and good English studies been of
value?

Please add any other ideas you think might help in the study of
^ g l i s h in relation to life out of school.
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Rolaad L« P#rk#
Principal

L«laad P. Liam
Superintendent

iLSHLANS SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
ASHLAKR, OREGON
APRIL 28, 1955

Dear Alnmi
GREETINGS FBOli ASHLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Thia year we are eondncting a follewnp of onr high achool grada to
find oat of what benefit the Engliah oouraea yon took in high achool
have been aince yon graduated•
lill you pleaae amawer the queationa on the queationnaire and return
in the enaleaed aelf-addreaaed envelope?
Your help in thia matter will aurely be appreciated, aa we can
learn aneh from thoae idio are actually out ia the working world.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Francea 6. llartinaon
Engliah Teacher
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